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PADUCAH _DAM
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PADUCAH, KY., WFDNESDAY MORNING,
SEPTEMBF.19, 1906

ARDENT LETTERS FROM HEAD
OF PADUCAH CONCERN SHOWN
BY THE PRETTY NINA STONE

DIED BEFORE HE
REACHED HOME
PRICE E. KING, OF ANDERSON',
MO., DIES ON STEAMER
HOPKINS.

30

•

ROSH HANNAH
JEWISH NEW YEAR

.4

NO DEVELOPEENT
AT SMITHLAND

ietters

•x•

rain

an. •

1.4144.

CUBAN REBELS PQLICE
REJECT PEACr:.

VOL. 23, NUMBER 127

COURT
I
NEWS IN BRIEF'

MAY EE 1123"
FL MADAMS

Judge Puryear had a fair
docket
for yesterday's police court.
Edwin Wood and Jim No in
were
Price E. King who was en route REBEL LEADERS DECIDE NOT charged with stealing rope from boats
TO
ACCE
PT PROPOSITION
of the Ayer St Lloyd Tie
from Anderson, Mo., to his old home
Company. BAWDY HOUSE INDICTMENTS
OF GOVERNMENT.
They got a continuance for witnessea,
;••
WILL BE CALLED UP
Ky died yesterday just
Fey
about noon on the steamer John S.
••.• TODAY.
•
'
the •ice men coaresu
Hopkins when the boat wask about
Alil
tickets from A. H. Petter
four irides above the city. King was
fraudu
hotly, were given another contin
brought here on the steamer Dick
uhe followipg telegram will be of iday what F think will
ance, this time until the (9th.
please you, and Fowler by his brother, Jolla; King
. interest to Pailtaalians hsr it concerns hope you will have
The other leas important
it by $unday. and sister, Mrs. Cook, Monday night
cases
a man well knovin to the citizens, Mr. Wear it on your beautiful
were: Allen Walters, colored,
hand to the and was then thought to be in a dydrunkJno. D. Ipollingibeacls head of the Little Church Aroun
enness, $1 and costs; A. D. Bagby
d the Corner. I ing condition from a severe case of THOUSANDS OF INSU
RGENTS
Paducah Cooperage Co.
wish I could see you open the box. typhoid fever. He left here at
drunkenness, $1 and costs; Rober
A
FEW
noon
MILE
SOUT
S
t AND THE "MOVE
HMr. Hollingshead, who is now tour- Think, often of me while we
ON" ORI412
Laster, white,. drunkenness, $1
• •
are apart. yesterday on his hoped for destinaEAST
HAVA
OF
NA.
and
ing the West, is said to have last
ISSUED—JUDGE TIRED
Bye bye dear.
cnsts; Wylie Coleman colored, carrytion, home.
.• e week denied all the allegations, claimOF CASES.
Glad S'ne. Loves Him.
ing a pisto•, continued; Pinkney
The deseased- was an unmarried
Chilirg that the suit was mere blackMy Dearest ' Nina—Your
ders
and wife. disorderly conduct.
:etter man and had lived in Kentucky some American Vessels Hurry South
mail.
to continued;
came about noon today and it makes years before going to
S. B. Caldwell, nuisance.
Missouri to enAugment Force at Capital—
Two Murder Cases Before the
me very happy to know that you love gage in the lumbe
dismis
sed.
Cirr
busine
ss.
Rebel
It
was
s Defiant.
Kew York. Sept. 18.--Miie Nina me so much. We have becom
cuit Court Yesterday—Gra-,
e devot- his wish to die in Kentucky and for
May Stone the beautiful Southern ed to each otlier. Beieve roe,
ham Given Life Sentence.
day, and a definite settlement of
it does this reason he was being tak•oi hack
the
blonde with Junosemie form and me good to know that
troubles-seemed possible today.
you do not to Caseyville.
Havana, Sept. 18.—At a meeting of
stage aspirations, who is suing John forget the Little Church
The reassuring dispatch, together
Around the
rebel
leaders, held in the town hall with the
D
the srnirionaire head Corner. I send a thoesand kisses, and
The two murder cases set
visit of Secretary Taft and
down for
of Bejucal today, it was decided .fof the cooperage trust, with breach be happy, dear.
Acting Secretary Bacon, indicates that trial in the circuit court yester
day
ter
several violent speeches had been the
-of promise, today opened to the Pubwere
disposed of in a way. ,The
movement towArd peace in Cuba
I Bye bye, dear.
delive
red,
not
to
accept
the peace is well tinder way. 1
charge against Jim
lie the casket of letters written to her j Plucking wild flowers was
Graham was
also a
propositions of the government.
by hie admirer before she discover- tender thought of the
closed by his accepting a life
At
the
same
time,
no
chang
es
have
cooperage
sen-Word
has
just
reache
d'
here
of
the been made in the naval progr
ed his duplidity, also his wife and man and he wrote:
am. The tence, and that as to Cicero Anderson
first fighting in Santiago province. Louisi
in
a
four children.
ana,
continuaare until the DecemVirginia and New Jersey
I My Dear, Deane, Dear—With
Four hundred rebels, under Col. Du- are
now on their way to Havana. The ber term of the court.
But while her married admirer waa fend anticipation I look forwa
bois, met the rural guardsmen at Lard to
There was much interest in
Newatk sailed. from Norfolk this afputting his thoughts on paper, burn- meeting you Sunday noon.
these
maya.
We will
two fases, as both had been
terno4
1,
and
She
big thoughts, longing thougahts, lov- enjoy ourselves in a
Mfnnea
polis
will
set down
Cienfuegos is in a state of siege, sail
most delightful THE YEAR 5667 JEWISH CALfrom League island tomorrow. on a previous call and the state and
lag thoughts, he made a complete job way by taking an auto
ANDAR BEGINS THIS EVceontrnunicatioresIby ftelegraph being
ride to the
4
With the fcrce already at Havana the defense ha &been told by the
it. and the alias; letters display- country. We will try and
court
ENING AT SUNSET.
severed not only in the direction of and
get a bouthat which will be there in a few to get ready for trial. It was
ed by Miss Stone, who once belie,- quet of wi d flowers if
expect-.
Havana, but to Santiago as well. It days.
we can. My
•
ed
that
the
navy
this
department feels
could be done as to Graso fondy in them, ran the gamut inability to express myself
only keeps The Day Will Be Observed by Gen- is known that Cienfuegos had not sured that it will be amply able as- ham, but not as to
Anderson, beto
from the short, whip-lass se:fleeces me from telling yoo how
been
attack
eral
Suspen
ed
up
sion
to
midnig
of Business by
ht Sunday, prevent any trouble in Havan
much I
cause of the absence from the
a,
and
it
of a phrase to sentimental poetry.
city
but
what has transpired since that appears
think of you. Sonic time will tell
the Hebrews.
that the movement of such of some important witnesses both
When the not young but much mil- pill more than I can now
time
is
not
known
here.
a force toward the Culgan capital was for the prosecution and the
tell you.
defense.
lionaire bead of a barrel trust calls
All accounts agree that there easily due
Well, by by. dea- Good night
The Jewish new year (Rosh Hasto the fact that 'there was grave This interest drew many to the court
you his "dearest, dearic, dear," Miss sweet dreams and happy
are
3000
a
/ew
miles
southe
honah
ast
begins
of
this evening at sunroom, but the majority were
danger to the capital of Cuba.
thoughts.
witStone claims that it is not simply an
Words again failed the mihonsire set and concludes Thursday evening Havana, and rumors are in circulanesses in the two cases. There was
Dixie
Hurry
ing
to
Cienfu
egos.
tion
that
expression of fatherly interest. which correspondent of Miss
they
will
enter
the
city
also
at
sunset. The return of this
The Dixie, which left Havana last not the morbid curiosity to see Jim
Stone in anHollingsbead says is the only other Communication. He wrote:
day inaugurates the year 5667 of the peaceably if they are not molested, but night, is expected to arrive at
Cien- Graham which had been previously
that
they s will fight if they meet fuego
kind of interest he basc ever had in
Dear heart soul and true woman- Jewish calendar and also one of the
s tomorrow afternoon, the dis- manifested.
Miss Stone.
hood.
The Graham case was the first
most 'important festival or religious with resistance
tance being 54o miles.
Aft visitors to insurgents' camps in
Mr. Hollingshead has also deeared
called. Each side after a call
I know you are true and always seasons of the race.
A
report
has
been
receiv
ed
from
of
Havana province return with this imthat he sill die before Miss Stone will be the truest of
Cienfuegos saying that gross out, their witnesses, announced that they
The day will be observed by a gen- pression,
the true. Your
but it is believed no at,- rages have
shall have another cent of his money letter received, and to say
were
ready.
been committed in that
A jury was called and
I was glad eral suspension of business by the tempt will be made against Havana
and that she is engaged in a black-:to get it does not begin
to express it. Hebrews and the holding of suitable until the arrival of Pino Ruerea's vicinity, and a plantation next to the sworn, but ere it could be tested Atmailing scheme. Miss Stone counter, Words fail me, so
plantation
has
been torney T. B. Harrison of the counsel
I cannot attempt services at the synagogue and the ex- force, which now is variously report- Constancia
Wieh his own words of a few months , it
change of presents, visits, etc. Every- ed to be from twenty to forty miles burned, and the Coustancia threat- for the accused rose and said: "If it
syn, when he addressed her thus:
ened. A demand was made opon the may please your _honor, we, the atI. By by, dear.
nhere there is a Jew to be found thc distant.
Constancia for 15oo rounds of am- torneys to rthe prisoner, would an-Dear heart. sou' and true womanBeyond Expression In Words.
day will be observed historically and
The general impression is that the muniti
on, and the insurgents threat- nounce that after careful considerahood
Then followed an incomplete letter, duly
presInce in Havana harbor of the
•
ened the place if their demands were tion and several conversations with
Mr .Holfingshead was almost con- but eloquent in 'is
Ameri
can cruiser Denver will not act
incompleteness. It
the accused, wtth his consent and
stantly traveling, judging by the date read:
for
as sd deterreares,ea. sack a movement, not complied with.
Every confidence ir felt .at thellavY his good, the -prisoner wants tO plead
lines and stationery of his
the
auxili
to
ary
Dearest Nina—Was so gad you
cruiser Dixie having department in
the forces which flave guilty to the charge as made against
Miss Stone. and Miss Sone claims that came to tell me
gone to Cienfuegos and the cruiser
good bye at the depot
been sent to Cuba to meet any situa- him and accept the offer of the cornthe letters from him led her to be- last evening
Des
Moine
having
s
gone presumably tion which arises
I cannot forget your
monwealth'S attorney to a life's term
lieve that they were to be married grand,
to bring to Cuba Secretary of War
stately figure as you walked
in
the state prison and waive a trial."
It
is
stated
that
troops
will
soon
soon, but that the discovery that he away from
Taft and Assistant Secretary of State'be
me in the station. You
available, and only await orders This action was no surprise to the
There was no developments of in- Bacon.
had a wife living in Colorado Springs are indeed
in case the mission of Secietary court, it having intimated that it
a perfect woman. When I terest in ,the Worten-Register damcaused all her hopes to crumble and think
of the many happy days in store age suit on. trial at Smithland yester
Taft
fails, and hostilities are re- would follow, so nothing remained
humiliated her and damaged her repu- for us.
newed, and get beyond the control but for Grahato,to be duly arraigned,
loaders Not Afraid of Arrest.
Ever, ever yours.
day.
unders
It
as
tood
that
the plaintation, and she declares that $6o.000
the indictment read to him- by the
What he thought about rhe happy tiff will be on the witnes
-Havana, Sept. 18.—The only re- of the Cuban government.
s stand towill not repay her for her sufferings, day-,
America to Protect Interests o f court clerk and he 'Personally be alwas evidently not to be express- day and may be kept there
sults
thus
far
of
Presid
Palrna
ent
's
the entire
and yet Mr. Holingsheed has offered ed in
lowed to plead, which he did. The
Great Britain.
mere cold. written words.
order for the suspension of hostilities
day.
to compromise for Sio,000. 3,fess Stone
In answer to an inquiry the state case was then in turn stated to the
bave been that Liberal leaders, who
Even when Mr. liollingshead wrote
will push the suit to a trial, and, it
hitherto have had every reason for department has responded that in af- jury previous•Wor sworn by Commonabout the faries telling of their fut- SICK MAS EN ROUTE
has been put on the calendar for the
antici
pating arrest are circulating fording protection to American in- wealth Attorney Lovett and the fact
ure, Ass Stone had no idea that her
TO HOME ON CASEYVILLE
October term of the supreme court.
openly in Havana again and even terests in Cuba during the revolution, announced that he, for the commonLopes of a happy future with her
Perhaps the prize letter of the Colconferring with members of the gov- the United States will also give pro- wealth, because of the age and mind
admirer was a fairy story, and apprecP. E. Cain. Who was very ill with
lection of Miss (Stone contributed by
tection, as far as possibleu to British of
prisoner, had consented to aciated the sentiment when she read typhoid fever, was here en route from ernment in regard to peace ,and that
Mr. Hollingsisead is where he drops
intere
sts and property.
cept a life sentence in the peniteninsurg
such
ents
in
the
field
as'
have
the
follow
ing
letter:
Missou
ri to his former home in Casey been consulted while
•
into verse. It is dated March
Subjects of Great Britain have tiary, -and ,the jury acquiescing to
they express
4 1900 "Dear—To keep you from
feeling ville. Ky.. He was in charge of a themselves as agreeable to settling large interests in railroad properties the recommendation, the
and reads:
verdict
so lonesome will drop you a line brother, John Cain, and a sister. Mrs.
"Dearest—
matters amicably, at the same time in Cuba, and these have suffered' by would be so written. The recomfrom
here.
I
can
still
Cook.
was
,He
see
so
ill
the
that
the
earnes
operat
it
was
menda
t
ions of the iusurgents. Othtion was /accepted by the jury
assume an independent attitude,
Oh! Fret not for the morrow.
S
Bid- farewell to care and sorrow; look that was on your face while thought he would diebefore he could which cannot be said to look partic- er property, too, on the island is without hesitancy and when the findwe were talk'ing of the future at our reach home. The party came here ularly well for a promp settle
Let n9 future evil borrow
t
ment held by British sobjects and anxiety ing was announced, no reason for denice little dinner last evening. Wil! Monday night on the steamer Dick of existing difficulties.
is expressed as to the security of it. lay appearings•Judge Reed. as is his
The jby of today.
The announcement from! Washing- It is not disclosed whether the in- custom of closing each case as they
"Will come to New York to see say, be good. be patient, be trustful, Fowler and continued their way yesto hopeful. be true and the fairies terday forenoon on the steamer John ton that American vessels of war quiry reached the state department are disposed- of. called Graham be
you about the 21st or 22nd.
will tel you what a future is ours Hopkins.
will protect British as well as Ameri- theough diplomatic • channels or fore him and duly, sentenced him to
'tee, bye, dear." ,
what promises to be a long, long
can interests, is taken as applying to came from private individuals.
'Miss Stone declares that the mar- and I will help them to tell it to
Cienfuegos, where the English-owned Secretary Root May Stop at Havana term in the state prison. Graham oas
ried magnate of the barrel trust wrote you.
Teachers Hird to Get.
In view of the critical situation in not brought into court until his case
Cuban Central railroad has beet,
Bye bye, dear."
these tender sentiments and, without
The board of education is finding obliged to suspend operat
Cuba. it ;s almost certain that Sec- was called, and from the time' he apions
and
has
Tone of Letters Change.
telling in what kind she replied, opens
much trouble in filling it corps of suffered considerable damage
to its retary of State Root will go to Ha- peared until he had been sentencA
The shortest letter received by Miss teachers. There
another letter. in which some real
is a vacancy in the firoperty. The Western railroad, also vana to assist Secretary Taft and As- and was on his way hack to the hasgood advice is passed along, about 'Stone was really exiomatic. It read: teacher of scienc
e and the principal a British enterprise, is not now suf- sitetant Secretary Bacon in re-estab- tile was not more than ten minutes,
going to church and things like that. "My Dear Girl—Be good, be true, ship of the McKinley school
and in fering special damage except in the lishing the Cuban republic on a -sta- if that long. When brought into
and sometime we shall be .liappy. several minor places
Urged to go to Church.
vicinity of Havana, and it is expected ble and permanent basis, unless that court Graham‘came with his eyes to
.
It it dated March 23 and reads'.
Yours."
that traffic on this latter line will be consummation has been reached be- the floor, not from trepedation but
Dearest—So that you will not be
Then came the rather adrupt and
fore the possible arrival of the secre- from custom, for he seldom looks up,
completely reopened tomorrow.
lonesome on Sunday, and sure to have tragic end of al; this interesting cor- LID ON GAMBLING
Three representatives of the Liberal tary of state from his. South Ameri- even when being talked to or replying
FOR THE CAPITAL party
a letter from me. I take time to write respondence. Mess stone says she 'had
to any one, and at no time. did he
started eastward' tonight to can cruise.
you again today. Believe me when I discovered that hesibad a wife living
seem to find interest in what was goconfer with the insurgents in Santa
In
his
letter
to
Minist
Cinesa
er
da
State'
Attorn
s
ey
Franklin Says He Clara and other
tell you that I never enjoyed a more at Colorado Springs and four grown
eastern provinces. announcing the appointment of Sec- ing-ent about him, though he listened
Proposses to Stop the Sport
pleasant evening than our last even- children, and she wrote to him. deSeveral automobiles loaded with more retary Taft and Assistant Secretary rather attentively to all that *as said.
•
In Frankfort.
ing together. May the giver alf all manding an explanation. He-said
or less authorized peacemakers went Bacon to go to Cuba, the president Even when his attorney stated the
no
good be pleaied to grant us many, more about the Little Church
westward toilay.,.• but were obliged to said he hoped that Secretary Root fact that he had consented to accept
Around
Frankfort, Ky., Sept. 19—Com- return, not havilittefth gover
many happy days together. We are the Corner, but this fs
er
nment could have stopped in Havana on a life sentence he didn't look tip or
what he monwealth's Attorney
Robert B. pisses for country touring or credete.,, h;s return from South America in flinch, and even when he was regularso happy together, aren't we. dear!' wrote:
Frank:in emphatically declared in the ties for definite negotiations. Secre- time to have been associated with
You must be writting to me now. If "Dearest—Your brief
the ly arraigned before the court and
note of the ciecuit court today that
he intends tary Montalvo has refused to issue American mission to the island, but when the judge was sentencing him
not, you'doubtless littithinking of me. 3rd (August 1906) receiv
ed.
that gambling sha.I be stopped in permits to various persons desiring to that the seeming imminence of the he held bis ayes down and listened
I can imagine I feel that you are. AtI think yen are very cool about Frankf
ort and if gentle measures make these journeys, among thtm crisis forbade any delay in his action. stoically to what was to be his fate.
tend the Little Churc.
h Around the writing me. Will be glad to meet
There were many in the court room
will not prevail he intends to make Senor Sanguily, ind•pendent.
Corner every Sunday.
,you and ,hear what you have to tell
Gen. `Mlonocal had a conference
who manifested much more feeling
an example by sending some one to
Willi fondest thoughts of you,
me."
as to the court proceedings than Graafternoon wtth Vice Pteeident NEITHER SIDE TO RECEIVE
this
penite
the
ntiary
.
Bye, bye. dear.
ANY FAVORS FROM TAFT ham did
for his very youthful apHe is inelined, 'however, to give l'afendez •Capote and arraued for a
Miss Stone .was ireqiiently admonJackso
nville, Fla., Sept. t8.—Secre- pearance and his many eviden
staitisf
lectogy
*comm
ittee of- veteran.;
ces of
gamblers every chance to reform
the
ished to regularly stand the Little
Was Obstreperous.
tary of War Taft and Assistant Sec- degeneracy created no little
sympathy
and become good and useful citizens, to Ake authorized visits to inettrgent retary
Church Around the Corner in letters
of State Bacon will probably among the spectators.
Will Williams, who was drunk and
but failing in that, will use his every camps.
to 'her front-Val head of the barrel disord
not reach Havana before noon Wederly out at the Union depot yes- effort to
Anderson Case.
comect them on felony
trust, and she saysohat,the remantic terday
nesday. The train bearing the Washafternoon late, was arrested by, iturges
Cicero Anderson's case was called
America Providing for Future Figh.
associa,tions of thil church caused its the
ington party to Port Tampa passed as soon as Graham's
police. When searched he was
was out of tht
ting.
Cal. Franklin made a somewhat
seection by Mr, -Hollingshead to hate found in
through here four hours late.
way. The call of the witnesses for
possession of razor and will lengthy statem
Washi
ngton
01—C
,
Sept.
omma
nder
ent
to
the
specia
a
court this Colewe
l significance to her. Then have to answe
Upon reaching Havana. Secretaries both the commonwealth and
r also the charge of morning, when
ll of the cruiser Denver, at
the defollowed the two letters below:
a number of gambling
Taft and Bacon will be taken by fense showed many were absent
carrying a concealed deadly 'weapon
Havan
. The
telegr
a,
aphed
the
navy
deand
suffer
ing
gaming cases were partm
United States Minister Morgan to his state said it could not procee
My Dear—I am working hard every Williams is
ent today that all was quirt in
d bea darkey who is known called
home at Mariano, a suburban re- cause of important witnesses not
front the docket by Judge
for your sake. T send you to- web to the
anpolice.
Stout.
Haiviaosntailities formally ceased yeMer(Continued on Page Bight.)
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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FIGHTING BEGINS AT
SARIN° PROVINCE

THE LID MAY BE
CLAMPED ON TIGHT

SAW WORKMEN
BUILD

WANT REAL GRAY
MATTER TO PAW OVER

Doctors Want Craniums of Somebody
s cP
ieanuEfi
ercs R
aense
d aHrcohboes for
13 e siees
SCAFFOLD

Our First Showing
of Ready- to- car
Apparel for Women
and Children
$6.00

Cyclone Insurance

It may not be generally known that
all over the civilized world there is a
DOOMED NEGRO WATCHES strong demand for brains that are a
little above the average quality; not
CONSTRUCTION FROM
intelligence, or intellect, or genius,
sTEAMBOA",
but, literally that part of the humanorganism which is contained within
Every Express is bringing us new
the skull and is known as the brain.
While Mob Looked for Sheriff, ConScientists who devote themselves
fall
merchandise;-at this time we are
demned Man Was Spirited to
to the study of comparative anatomy
showing an exceptionally complete
Island and Executed.
have for the most part nothing betline of Tailor made Suits, Skirts and
ter to dissect than the braits of 'paueVaiets. Every garment we offer is
pers and lenatics. These, however,
A spectacle unique in the execution leave much to be desired, and it is to
made correctly, the workmanship and
• of the death penalty as presentee the interest of the human family that
firings -are of the best and we guarwhen William Lee, aliasliGeorge4Scott, the brains of cukured and learned peoantee you better values than you ever
a 17-year-old negro, wae hanged on ple should be placed at the disposal
the barren marshes of Smith's island, of those patie'nt and laborious men
procured esewhere. All we ask is
oPposite Crisfield, Md., for criminally who are ngaged in the vastly imporan inspection of our stock before buye assaulting two white wemen near tant work of unraveling the secrets
isg.
Kingston, Somerset county, Nlary- of the working of the, mind.
land, says an exchange.
But it must not be supposed that a
4
The details of the crime, as told certain number of such brains are not
"4
by the victims and confessed to by forthcoming. Comparatively speak-,
New Tailored Suite.
New Skirts for $3.75.
Lee on the day of his arrest, stamped ing, they ate few, but stilt, more nuWe are show.pg all the best and
Hundreds of new Todels to select
the negro as a fiend, and the wide pub- merous than most people imagine. In 'latest models in thi. short and keg
licity given to the case so enraged the the great majority of cases they are Coat Suits in semefiteng and tight from'ein al wool Panarnak Chiffon
populace of Somerset county that the bequeathed by their respective own- fitting effects. Every cost is either
1. to
Panamas, French Broadcloths, Lyauthorities conceded the impossibility ers. On one occasion Sir William silk or satin Fried
•• se.
throughout. The mansville Cheviot, Clay Worsteds
vioexecution
without
mob
public
of a
Fowler, the famous .authority on com- skrts are made extra ful and drape
lence and elobable bloodshed.
parative anatomy, in addressing an
Hard woven Serges, English Tweeds
To prevent the apparenrly inevitable audience of cultured men had to con- gracefully. The mat. r als are broad- and Scotch Suitings. Imported 'V'oiles
Serges
Worsteds,
burning at the stake of the prisoner tend with having nothing but - the cloths, Clay
end Tafeta Silks. Many new plaited
by gangs which had been organiezd brains of people of low intellect to Cheviots, English Tweeds, Scotches. models in beautiful effects, silk stitchthroughout the section., the negro was, dissect, and went co far as to appeal in black navy, brown gray, green. ed, inside seams, finished and fit
under Gov. Warfield's order, secretly to the audience to help science in this red and stylish mixturee and over- guaranteed.
Has few terrors for the resident whose home is equippeu w th
•
turned over to Sheriff Brown of Som- matter in th.! only possible way. On plaid effects.
erset county and taken aboard .the the conclusion of his address several
state steamer McLane at night.
members of the audience, including a
The carriage in which the officers Few ladies, promised to bequeath their
and Lee ride from the jail to. the brains to him, and, it is seid, proved
wharf was in fact a tumbrel carrying as good as their word. More than one
The new fabrics are here and wit! go on sale for the first time Monthe criminal to his death, but the place men of great eminence has regarded day morning. Months of work and effort have gathered here under one
of the execution and its tims were not it as something in the nature of a duty roof the best and larsest stock of pl an and Novelty Wool Dress good;
divulged until the steamer was under to do this in the interest of science. ever seen. It's a magn ficent collectio up the minute in style, up to the reGet estimates on Plumbing and Steam or Hot Water Heating from
way on the bay, when the death war- Prof. Goldwin Smith, for example, quirements in variety aed quantity.
rant was read.
some time ago formally willed his
$1.25
Prunel'a, yard
Black Goods.
A' portable traffold was carried brain to Corteel university.
soc English.,Serge, yard ..
Black Batiste. yard
aboard the steamer to the scene of Some remarkable brains have been Black Se's yard
soc 54-inch Broadcloth. Ord
r.sq.
the hanging. To erect it after anchor sold, not given. An Englishman who
soc
Novelties, Plaids, Etc.
had been dropped required some time. calls himself Datas has disposed of Black Cheviots yard
7ec Fancy Suiting and Pla-ds yard ..5oc
and the work was done in full view if blotto an American university for SIG,- Black Panama, yard
THE PROMPT PLUMBER,
75c Canvas Checks, yard.-the boat. Callous ea his fate as the 000. He is a man of little education, Black Granite eare
325
Kentucky
Avenue.
132 South F ourth Street.
Both Phones sot..
Chiffon Over paids. yard
*I
Plain Coors..
negro boy had seemed, the builffing of and for many years worked as a coal
plaids.yard....
$1.25
Panama
Albatross
yard
..soc
Over
the scaffold told on his nerves, and he Miner. But he has a remarkable mem- 0111-wool Crepe
$1.25
-eLoo eshmere Overplaids, yard .
broke down and wept, as he had to ory, especially for dates, and is now Chiffon Panama. yard.
sit by and watch his executioners car- earning a handsome income on the
ry the patephernalia of d'eath—the music hall stage. Any member of the
rope, hangman's cap, shroud and cof- audience may ask him the date of
fin—over the quarter of a mile course some occurrence and is answered inFlannelettes.
Cotton &Siting*.
from the steamer to 'the island.
stantly. It is considered that his brain
. I 7 arge assortment of drs., and
This material and kiatterns at:
(Incorporated.)
Careful as the officers were to hurry must show some unusual develop- just right for school dresses: They ho:se dress styles to stic.t ;tom, in
through the preliminaries and relieve ment, and there was not a little bidlook like worsted. and have the same grey, blue and black gromels with
the situation as much as possible of ding to secure it after death.
• effects when made up inte a dress. ' -ancy figures and stripe:,
the element of torture, it was found
It stand's to reason that the brain
that the shroud straps had been left of a man of intellect offers a much
SPECIAL IN CARPET DEPARTMENT.
behind. and the negro, seated TOO fees richer fielt for observation than the This week we wil'
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FlEIGHT, MACHINour extra hes ‘v eoench Axminster Rugs regular
from the gallows, had to wait until an- brain of a pauper or some other be- 44.50 for 44.-cm.
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
other trip was made to the McLane man derelict. The brains of great men
to bring them ashore.
vary very much; more, in fact ,than
OFFICE SECOND AND MOb ROE. BOTH PHONES.
Theft nwre no steps to the gallows. do those of the nonentities. It is
a ship's iron ladder taking their place. :found that men of the encyclopedic
The ladder did not quite reach the
Od have very huge and very heavy
platform and when tee was ascerd- b ins—Gladstone had to wear a very
ing to his death' depitties on the gib- big hat—with an enormous bed of
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
bet life him by his handcuffed gray matter and numerous convoltiwrists, while those below raised his tions; on the other hand, men Whose
limbs. The negro's legs were pin- genius is concentrated upon one line
ioned, the cap and shroud adjusted. of thought are of small brain, and,
and the negro preacher who went consequently, have a small head. Newalong as Lee's spiritual adviser of- ton, Bryan and Cromwell belpnged to
fered a fervent prayer. The con- th4i class, and each had a small bead.
No theories taught but actual business from the start Thorough
demned man again confeised his guilt Yet many people imagine that this is
cources in bookkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting, penmanship, cotbefore the drop was pulled. In eigh- a sign of small mental capacity. A
teen minutes two physicians pro- visitor who was shown the skull of (Extract from sermon, published in OW Sabbath day of rest. I: is not for responderze, spelling, commercial law banking, arithmetic, grammar, eta..
Cal ot write for beautiful new cstriog.
nounced Lee dead.
Cromwell was so disappointed at the Louisville Herald, by Rev. S. S. us to dictate what they shall do with
size that the caretaker of the relic en- Waltz of the First English Lutheran it so long as they do not interfere
deavored to console him by saying church of that city. 'Rev. Waltz has with the rest and quiet of other peoPURE FOOD BOARD
PUBLIC HEARI
this was. the skoli of the great just **turned from tour of Europe.1 ple.
'Roundhead when he was a boy. Prof. "I return," said Dr. Wahz, "from
"It is for us to demand that the
Giving Food Manufacturers an Op- ISemes-Thompson told this anecdote foreign travel, more hopeful of the law of God and nations gelranteeing
portunity for Presenting
in a recent lecture, and he also men- triumph of Christ's gospel, not only this sacred boon to every one be not
Thier Views.
tioned that Newton was so small when in my own bet other lands, than ever trampled in the dust. The interests
born that he could be put inside a before. With all the world's wick- that-hang on it are too Liomentous
. New York, Sept. t&—The pure quart pot.—Scientific Amerian.
edness the tidkiof rii/hteousness is ris- to be lightly regarded.
food' board, which is formulating reg"In England and France recent leging everywhere. While wickedness
ulations for the enforcement of the
New Station Opened.
is increasing, more and more men and islation by their parliatel ate have
pure food law recently enacted by
Owensboro,, Ky., Sept. t&—The Il- nations are coming to fear and honor made it more obligatory than ever becongress began a series of public linois Central and L. & N.,passerrger God- England's mighty navy, Ger- fore thost all business be so conducted
bearings today to give the food man- trains ran into the new union depot many's splendid army. Americas' mili- that one day in seven be given all eonUNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMFRS
ufacturers and others interested an for the frst time Monday. The union tary power ,which ha; come to be nectied with it as a day of rest. The
opportunity to present their views as station was constructed on the site the admiration an' wonder oi the working people are clamoring for it.
White Ambulance for sick and injurid only.
to the necessary regulations. Prob- of the old I.., H. & St. L. depot and world, are net of themselves the real Iiii,iness people of all dames are
6-fflice and residence 213 South 3rd Street.
lems connected with the enforesoient has been esed by thet road for ...everal sonrce
sestleity of yielding to it, siul a wave of interest
.of the new law will be discussed and tIontlis, but a hitch in arrangements these great world pewess.
on this great question of Sunday rest
the members of nhe board expect to kept the other roads out until Mon- "The faith of the people of these is sweeping over those great nations.
get many practical suggestions from day. The new station is of pressed nations in Almighty Gnd and their As an indication of how business peothe manufacturers. Such questions as brick with stone trimmings and is a reverence .for Jesus, Chris: is the cita- ple are acc.?ptinn the law in France,
what constitutes an original package pretty irtructute; though smaller than del of their security and. their this incidens will suffice: Less than
and an export package, flavoring, col- was hoped for by Owensboro citizens. strength. More and more is Christ ;a month ago eVery package that went
INSURE WITH
oring, the use of glucose in confecand His gospel coming. to be the out from a large grocery house.
tionery, harmful and harmless adulgoverning power in 'the life and legis- which tiat.a chiin of stores throughBEGIN AT HOME.
__tyrants, breakfast and proprietary
lation of these lands, which are des- out France, bore this notice: 'Since
foods, patent medicines will be taken William J.
tined to wield the worlds' power. One parliament has enacted a law, maknti. A large number of patent medi- Stands up to ,say
cannot travel through this and foreign ing it obligatory that all people be
cine manufacturers have applied-to be He believes" in the eight-hour das! lands with his eyes and his heart given one day in seven for rest, all
heard at the meetings of the board.
open but hel will return more sanguine our seores will be closed on Sunday
This fact has given rise to a belief Well, I don't know how
efte he first day of September.'
as a Christian patriot.
that the makers of patent medicines. 'Bout that just now;
France, not oveiteensitive
"One incident that impressed me
who exerted every effort to defeat But, by the way,
Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696profoundly in thses months of. travel n such uestions, takes such firm and Office 306 Broadway
the food and (rug act in congress, in- Since all reform,
was the'growingrespect for that law ri
rounds, for the protection
tend to fight to the last ditch until the If reform it he,
the gre t throng of working peowhich Almighty God enacted for the
law is actually put in operation.
protection of His people, and which ple, it tells how the tide of public
glbetild begin at hOrnes
all civiezel nations have put intntheir sentiment the world over is rising
Like charity,
TOBACCO SLOW IN CURING' would suggest—
statutes .gleiranseving
elt /people higher and higher and sweeping on to
, better things."
one day in sesen for rest.
-With deference sitie,Av
Farm Hands Scarce at High Wages With motives best— W
• 'ty- and land deeply in"I left
••
in Montgomery County.
terested in teis suteeect. I was greet- HORSE DROPS DEAD WHEN
That the thing for Bills, B.
ed on tee. other side by a great reIT HEARS SHOTGUN FIRED
To do
,..Mt
"i'
Sterling,. Ky., 4Setit. 48.—The Is to agree
vival of interest on the same subject.
tobacco crop in Montgomery county Not to talk more
People everywhere. irrespective of
Boonville, Ind., Sept. 18.—Upon
is being cut, and about one-half has Than eight hours in twenty-four.
creed or natioisality, are waking up to hearing the report of a•gun a valuable
been housed. The acreage will —Will If. Brashear in Louisville Her- the fact that this law of (end and man horse belonging to Judge Edward
amount to about easo acres, an inis inherently righteous and necessary 'Gough, a prominent Southern Indiana
ald.
crease of is() acres over last year.
for man's well-being and foe the good jurist and state representative from
with a yield of possibly 3,150,000 He gains wisdom in a happy way of society.
iWarrick county, fell dead.
pounds. The weed which has been who gains it by another's experience/ "It is not a gnestion of religion or ; Eugene 'H. Gough, cashier of the
put in the barn is not curing up
of church merely that' there be one Boonville National bank, atid a son of
well, much of it. being in danger of
AND PURSES:.
We are much more affected by the day in the week for rest. Jr is de- Jud ge. 'Gough,. had been omit fishing
-house 'burning. The -quality cannot words which we hear, for though what manded by the physical insure of man,'with Eugene Rpdgers_ and upon their
be ascertained or estimated on ac- you read in books may be more by the welfare of society and the return they were attacked by a' large
count of the slowness in curing. Rye pointed, yet there is something in the well-being of the home. As citiezns, chicken hawk. One of the occupants
is being sown by farmers, and other voice, the look, the carriage and even as patriots, and as those who desire of the buggy raised s gun and fired'
farm work is well up. Hands are the gesture of the speaker that makes the good of the great world of busy at the bird, killing it instantly. Their
Magnificent Exhibits and Other Attractions.
scarce .and $i.5e and $a per day is a deeper impression upon th mind. working people, we canmit do -other- horse upon hearing the report of the
being paid.
wise than plead for the i protection of gun fell dead in his treat.
—Pliny the Younger.
- ••
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opt, WHERE THE MILLIONS OF
POSTAL CARDS COME FROM

IHROU611

BIG FACTORY IN MAINE WHIC H TURN
S OUT 2,e00e000 OF THEM
EVERY DAY FO R UNCLE SAM.

YOUR CO:VSARNSE

'Considered from the standpoint of They
hold s000, io,000 and eia,000
the individual, the postal card is such cards.
The boxes are very strong and
BY USING THE
•
an insignifficent bi4 of tiastebokrd, are
nailed together at the, postal card
MMt13==========
that few stop to think what Uncle mill by
machinery.
Sam's postal card business in the total
From Rumford Falls, which is called
4
amounts to. Millions of them! Tons the
chief agency, shipments are -made
upon tons of them! Train load after to the
sub-agencies, which are Washtrain load of them! And where do ington
, Cincinnati, St. Louis and Troy,
they all come from? From Maine.
N. Y.
While the small, oblong piece of
All smaller affices in the United
cardboard which presents the easiest States
musit make requisition to these
way of communication through the sub-a
gencies for cards, unless they
mails is rarely considered as a prodt are
in the list of cities whose busiuct, the fact of the matter is that car- ness
is so extensive in postal cards as
loads upon carloads go to the chief to
require carload shipments. These
c•.I..,
::.e c.,,untry. Cit:es
1:06- 7.7C
tun and New York use on an average
Kansas City, Brooklyn, Chicago,
snore than two carloads of postal
Cleveland, Detroit, San Francisco,
cards a month, and the making of the
Boston and New York.
cardboard, the printing and the cut114
The average amount of messages
ting are all done in Maine. At Rumwritten in Boston on postal cards is
\ford Falls this one product forths
one so great that two earload lots a month
' of the great industries of the place, are
required. The New York -shipand it %Olt continue to be so for
at ment is even larger.
least the next four Years, for the gov4
There iS no busy season in the card
ernment contract for the manufacture mill.
I/ g
The same amount is printed
of these postal cards Vas just been day
after day. The government reagain awarded to the paper company quires
that vcertain amount mnet he
there.
kept on hand at' the factory. These
Under the previous contracts there are kept in
a tire- and burglar-proof
were manufactured during the preced- vault
which has a capacity fr holdin4
F340151 Yfle PITTSBURG COAL CO.
TELEPHONES PO 3
ing lour year); 3,200,000,000 postal
OPFICE 126 BROADWAY
ao,000000 cards.
PADUCAH.
es
cards and fio,000.000 were made during
the triiiith of June last.
There pass through Boston daily in
registered mail cars 3,so0,00o postal
cards on their way from Rumford
Nlv., ii, the'sub-agencies scattered .iver the country.
The cards May be said to he en- HENDERSON DIVISION OF L.
tirely•a Maine product. the logs are
& N. WILL HAVE NEW
taken directly from the Maine spruc
OPERATORS.
e
forests and chemically transformed
into the pulp from which the 'posta
l
paper is made at the Oxford mill.
It comes to the Journal in quite a
After the logs lrave been chewed up roundabout,
t
yet supposed to be reand chemically treated the pulp
4 4
flows liable, *ay that there has been a
into a big vat called* the "digester." sweeping
dismissal of all telegraph
••Here the pulp looks like a rich churn operat
ors all along the line of this
ing. but is in reality the solution
from division of the Louisville & Nash•
which the cards are made—cards
241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
that ville Railroad company, says the Hen.
will, later carry written messa
MAIN
AND FOURTH STREET.
ges all derson Journal. So the story goes,
LOUISVILLE. .CY.
over the civilized world .
it is reported that the L. & N. comThe wood pulp is flowed out on a pany has never
had any good feeling
screen of such fine mesh that the
pa- for what is known as the 0. R. T.,
per is long in gathering, and the
re- br Order of Telegraphers' union and
sult of this more than ordinary thor- has nppos
cd its operators being in
ough shaking is a firm, smoot
h card any way connected with it. Of late
of the familiar cream yellow, free it has
come to the ears of the L. & N.
from inequtilities of textur
e and free that an effort was being made to
from all flakes. or shadows when held unioni
ze the mitten in the 0. R .T.,
to the light.
and to bring it about some of the opIn the big. cleau finishing room, erators
have been seen in company
where the floor is littered with a chit_ with an
organizer. Detectives were
ter
of
book and news paper, sit a immediately given the case
4
to invstiBoth Phones No. 110
score or more neatly attired wome
n, gate, and reported such to be a fact,
203. 205 S. Third
busy and happy, smoothing
he great together with the names of a dozen
sheets of book and postal stock into ,or more opera
tors whom it was said
piles The least defrct in the
surface were preparing to join the 0 R. T.
is detected at once by their ‘suprt
•11.0
"
-sen-' A dozen operaPars, two of whom were
*IS
- eattve-tinger tips, and (beet after eheet locate
d in Henderson, receivsd notice
Is rejected for a blemish invisi
ble to the effect that their service was unsave to touch.
satisfactory. v.ithotet any reference
Great trucks carry the posN1
paper to their association with the 0. R.
to the printing eetabliehment .hut
he- T. This notice, of course, meant
tore the presses are set to
work each their discharge from the employ of
truckful must he inepected by a gov- the Hende
rson division, and aniseernment inspector. This inspector quentl
y every division of the I... &
first applies the hulk gauge, to prove
Manag,r.
N. road. The aforeslid notices were
that the poseal card is up to stand
ard received and became operative Sanin thickness.
'ay. atvehich time the discharged
Tlw contract requ'res that
each ,eseratore walked
out and their
sheet be one-eleven -thousandth
part places were filled or will be filled by
of an inch in thickness. So
if the ncs. men, who are in no wise aseoneedle whirls around the face of the dated
with the 0. R. T. organiazindicates- and stops again al - 165,
all is .tion._ It is said that the 0. R. T.
well. The second requirement is
that organization is in good repute with
Louisville, Ky.—Southern recepNothing • Like It Ever Seen on Earth Befo
every sheet endure the test
re.
of fifty the Illinois Central, and that the oper- tion to William J. Bryan
4
. Dates of
pounds pressure to the square inch.
All the World's Most Startling Thrillers. The Newes
ators of that line are permitted, with- sale, Sept. to, it, and train
t.'
_
No. toa of
_
Latest, Most Stupendous Sensation
So into the strength tester goes the out interference
, to hold a member- Sept. la, 1906; limit Sept. te,
.sheet from the truck load, the
11936.
THE FURIOUS, FLASHING, FURORE-CREATING FLI
pressure ship in the order. Of this, however, Round trip rate.
GHT
$6.95.
Is applied and the indicator shows
the Journal knows nothing.
•
the value of the sheet.
Toronto, Ont . Patriarchs Militant
•
The "blind man's test." or Gertai
& Sovereign Grand Lodge I. 0. 0. F.
•
PUMPKIN VINE
test, is the third to prove that
Dates of sale September 12th to isth
he
surface of the card is properly resine
inc. usive, 1906, limit September 24th
d. Chased a Water Wago
n and Threw igio6; by deposi
sized or finished. It is an applicatiem
t-4 EWting ticket and nayIts Fruit at the Driver of
of vigorous pen and ink. Should the
nig fee of $t and extension cm n be
Vehicl
the
e.
ink be absorbed, the surface is inferi
secured to October 24th, Igo& Round
or
in its glaze. When the markings are
"Yes," said the man with the in- trip rate.$22.05.
plainly apparent to the touch with
OLDcandescent nose, "I have observed
Louisville, Ky., Horse Show: Dates
blind eye, the caldering is satisf
ac- 'that the morning glory
vine is a rapid of sale September 30th to October
• tory.
Each sheet of stock fed into the grower, also that the wild cucumber fah 19116 inclusive, limit October 8th,
printing press is registered automati- vine can at times set a netv record for igloo. Round trip rate $.8.so.
cally, so that an eaxct tally can he long distance speed, but for ttventietbLouisville, Ky.—Grand Lodge K. of
century limited schedule time comkept of all cards printed.
P. of Kentucky: Dates of sale Sepmend me to the old reliable pumpkin
The two presses 'have a united
tember 3oth, October 1st and 2nd,
ca- vone," says an exchange.
pacity of 3.000.000 cards daily.
"I've seen ptunpkin sines grow clear too6. limit October 6th. 1936. Round
As the cards are printed
in big across the road
•
in a single night,' trip rate $6.95.
sheets, the next thing to do is to cut
Lexington Ky., Fall Races: DaIes
then' out the right size. There are agreed 'the man with the ingrowing
cf sale October 2nd to 13th, 1906
four cutting machines. One cuts mustache.
"Across the road!" sniffed the man inclusive, limit October lath, toos.
them into long strips, one postal card
with the incandescent nose. "Ie (hat Round trip rate $9.35.
in width. The three smaller marhi
nes all: Why, out Wiest
where I came
cut the strips into the postal cards
A Young Ladp Looping the Gap in an Automobile, up-si
s'
of from, if a pumpkin vine couldn
de-doten.—
't da
regulation sibe as we buy them „tt
.AN ACT THAT COSTS $100 A SECOND, AND
the better than go across the road
IS WORTH IT.
in a if it got its tendrils wrapped around
postoffices.
THI3 LAST WORD IN BICYCLE . STAR
TLIEIRS
Three alert young women feed ni ht it would be taken back to the the wheels it would be the end of the
stable
and
s
given
traini
ng
for speed." trip, so I whipped up the horses and
'these strips into the cutters. When
"Out West?" said the man with the eluded it. But the next week
twenty-five cards are bitten offk by the
it was
Mineral Water
ingrowing mustache.
bigger than ever and it mighty near
AerialSomersaults by Two Daring, Death-Defying Whee
sharp knives of the machine, the
rebnen.
"That
's
what I said." And' the eyes caught me before I was able to turn
ceiving rack is 'turned over and
First time of the Resplendent New Military and
the of the man with the incandescent nose a corner
Allego
rical
Specta
cle,
aroun
d a bluff and escape it.
'quarter-hundred cards are bound
into grew dreamily reminiscent. "I re- The third
Founded on the Romeo-Japanese War Intro,
trip it laid in wait for me,
a packet with a gummed paper strip.
during Hundred. of (lorgeo usl
y- pnivellarl
membe
r
one
fall
when
the
on
was
I
and
simpl
Soldier
made
y
the sand fly as it
s, Sailors and Mythological tharacters.
The girls who gum the pacgages
LEMON, r RANGE, CHERRY
&ores of Richly-Caparisoned Horses. F3ephoints anti Camels
water wagoli--"
,
and
Go&d-iii
iirninst
ed Tables's@
sped along in my wake. I whipped up
Oars, in the Most Superb Dimplay of Pageantry Seen in Modern
together have to be very spry. With
Times:
A hoarse/and incredulous lau
my horses, but it kept gaining. LookMORE HIGH-CLASS FEATURES THAN ALL OTHE
I dozen gummed strips held between
SHOW
R
S
COMBINED.
100 (Amos Acts by 300 Famous Artiste-3 Herds of Performing Elepha
'their lips, their trained fingers "hover from tate man with the ingrowin ing back I could see it sprouting along
nts—Remora:
Making Aerial 1'
Horsem
Hero
en
and
Dainty
the trail and looking for all the world
and
Skilled
Horsew
omen
over the straight-edged packs of post- mustache interrupted him for a
from Ever",
where—Aerobatic Marvb,of Two Hemiapheres--Speeial Childre
nerd, but he went on with dignity:
n's
Circus40
Funny
Clowns-.
Biggest
RE
Man
GOOD
and
like
gigant
a
Women
. OUR
ic serpent."
on Earth— Smallest People That Live--Seandinavian Gypsy Orehest
al earth like humming birds, till with
ra
—Real Roman Hippodrome—Racing
"I was hauling water for a gang of
Glories
Agee—H
of
All
igh-Ju
mping
Horses
a dash and a flutter the band is in
—
-Superb
"And you on the water wagon!"
High-Scho
ol Equines of Five continent&
track
layers
,
and
I
had
to
drive
fortyplace and a second packet is in read3 CIRCUSEB--2 BIG ZOOS-5 TRAINS OF SPECIAL CARES—I00 HORS
chuckled the other man.
EEI—gire
nine miles across the desert to get it,
Herd of Giraffes-1200 People-12 ACM
of Canvas—Biggest Tents ever Conatruetediness for a band.
3
"Just so! But luckily there was one
--2 Stages—Mammoth Aerial Enelave
and then drive back, and it took a
--4-Mile Racing Track.
One young woman is behind each
WIT
•frThe
CRUS
H
re
HED
will
thing
be
STRA
no
—
that
Bum*
Wsaved
Parade
me."
. Incidentally a Splendid and Sensational Free Show we
machine to box these packets, and oth- good two days for the trip. You know
BERRY, PEACH. PINEARPLE or be given on tbo Exhibition Gnouncla at 11 A. 11„ and 5 P. M. daily.
"WTh aft ?"
a pumpkin vine will simply run like a
TWO EXHIIIITION6 DAILY, AT It ANDS
ers are kept busy folding the pasteP. M. DOOR* OPEN ONE HOME SARUM.
CHERRY,, IS BETTER.
jack rabbit if it smells water. Well, "The pumpkins ripene
with•Seat. 80 Coots, Children Under 10 Years,
Half-Price.
d so fast that
board boxes in which. they are packed,
Pritais Sex as4 itememd Game Seats Extra,
sir, one morning I was starting back
their weight held the vine hack finally,
eoo cards being placed in a box.
reeptvel seats numbered. Private Box and Reserved Grand Stand ennelleg le teel*Mh
with the water wagon and a pumpkin
Maize on mho 01 Abi,
OPOUtt,ift at thit opening hours, and
and then it stopped the clip -c and
The pasteboard packages are placckl
during the day at the down-town ticket offal.
vine crept through a barbed wire
in wooden 'boxes of different sizes.
threw pumpkins at me as loi-,• as I
fence and started after me. I knew was
in sight."
SEVENTH -AND IMADWAY.
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"BMW OD"
Facts that can not TYP[WRITLI1
be De
PIT TSBURG?

TELEGRAPH OPERATORS
GIVEN THEIR DISMISSAL

ti aves 25 per cent. of the Oper
a-tor's
Time which is your time.

nied:

When you buy Pitts.turg Ccal you
get bigger bushels, better coal and
the most coal. Every load weighed
by a sworn weigher and certified
to be correct. Every lump is of
superior quality and. dug by skilled
union miners. It holds fire over
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far from developing the Little Ped- present tariff policy, which puts a pre- ing every effort to improve
the plant.
lington spirit of narrowness and ex- mittin on the exhaustion of our own One -dynamo is
about
and is
worn
out
. .
clusiveness actually 4evelopS the wild-.'supplies of metals and fuel and wood giving
a great d.. al of erbuble. It failPUBLISHED BY THE
est and-most liberal feeling of cosmo- from tbroad anust be abandoned. That ed again last
night. New machinery
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO. politanism. He accounts for it in this is a point which Mr.
Hill does not is ordered and should have 1
. tere
(Incorporataed.)
forget."
way:
'several days ago—in fact, is ss ship"From all this there follows the
At Register Building, 523 Broadway
ped over a month ago—and when iiinegative consequence that, of all civilItalian
Laborers.
stalled
The Register feels sure., there
ized men, th! American is the most
JAMES E. WILHELM, President readily
In view of the het that a large will be no further grounds for coincosmopolitan. In order to unTreasurer
JOHN WILHELM,
derstand and' sympathize he has less niunber of Italian, laborers ire em- .
ROBERT S WILHELM, Secretary to divest himself
of, because the very ployed on ra'iroad construction work
essence of his nationality consists in in this section, the following from
Entered at the Postoffice of Paadn- the practical affirmation of ideas the Tradesaian will be of interest:
Words may have failed the millioncah, Ky., as second-class mail matter. which have no special local characSomethina over a year' ago there aire head.of the cooperage
trust in
ter. We can say, if we like, that Eng- was a demand for Italian immigrants writing
to his 'Dearest. Deary Dear
above all,others for the South, and the
One Year
$5-00 lishmen and Frenchmen inherit a culbut it seems be managed to find
2.50 las ,whereas Americans do not; or, claim Was made that this nationality
Six Months
come
would
nearer
with
meeting
enough
about
lathe
to cost him pretty "dear". If
equal
truth,
Amesithat
Three Months
1.25
can nationality consists in principles, bor wants of this section than any so few words are valued
.I0
One Week
at' 00,000.
Anyone failing to recetve this paper that of European people's in preju- other, but after an opportunkT has what would\ real fluent love letter
given
been
to
test
dices.
these
in
The
diverse
resultant
anyhow,
is,
fact
regularly should report the matter to
that whereas the cosmopolitan Eng- fields, there has been a very marked be worth?
The Register Office at once. Telelishman is apt to have lost something, change of sentiment formed regarding
phone Cumberland 318.
the cosmopolitan American has almost them.
The Louisville :id must be comF;•:large contractors in railalways gained."
posed
of alluminum, it is so easily
s
way and ot:ier construction work
".• sp.
lifted.
The Falls City should have
have expressed a decided preference
,
41074N1,rs-sCe-: s
Mr. Hill's Warning.
for negroes after giving /he Italians one of the same make as Paducah's—
los • ssaa
A few days since The .Register pub- a full and thorough trial. These con- when its put "it stays that, He' Gosh
tractors say that the negro will spend
lished an adchress by Mr. James 1
his last cent, if necessary. for .someHi I, prqident of the Northern Pa- thing to eat, and hence his phyaical
+
+
citic and Great Northern railroads, the condition is better adapted for laboFor City Judge.
We are authorized to announce address having been delivered at the rious and protracted service, while is OTHER COUNTRIES
HEARD FROM
Minnesota State fair. Mr. Hill, in his with the Italian he is studiously and'
D. A. CROSS
persistently scant in his food expendiaddress, took an opposite view from tures, which leaves him without
suf+
as a candidate for the office of City
the manufacturers and promoters who ficient nourishment to sustain proFrying Pan.
Judge of Paducah; subject to the acThe marriage of five Fryman% at
tion of the Democratic Primary Elec- have urged that the United States tracted exertion.
On :the other hand, Italian tenants Paris, Ky., should soon
tion to be held Thursday, September has outgrown its dependence upon agstock that
on farms and sugar plantations have vicinity wiith small
try.-1.9uisville
30.
riculture.
proven steady workers until they ac- Times.
In that remarka ble address Mk. Hill cumulate something, and then they
authorized
announce
to
We are
return to the cities, where the, seek
stated:
Everybody Knows,
ED H. PURYEAR.
to establish themselves in scone line
In Louisville they have arrested loforty-four
"Within
years
we
strall
ss a candidate for the office of City
of business and cannot be induced to comotive
engineers who have been
Jadge of Paducah; subject to the ac- have to meet the wants of more than remain on the farm.
blowing -their whistles unnecessarily.
two hundred million people. In less
There are still large, numbers of If that were to
t:on of the Democratic Primary Elecbe done in this counthan twenty years from this moment
Italians 4who come to the United. ty it would entail
tion to be held Thursday, September
the erection of
the United States will have one hun'States with no intention of becoming another jail—Schnec
zo.
tady Union.
dred and thirty million people. Where citizens
and these send back to Italy
are these people, not of some dim,
dheir
earnings.
which explains the
Wednesday Morning September 19. distant age, bis of this very generaJust a Joke.
neglect of proper nourishment comUnion county, Kentucky, has gone
tion now growing to manhood, to be
plained of by the contractors referred prohibition by
over moo majority
American Nationalism and Cosmo- employed and how supported? When to above. In this connection the fo-The general outside supposition that
the 'searchlight is thus suddenly turned lowing
facts are given in regard to all Kentuckians, even
politanism.
all the colonels,
on we recognize not a mere speculaItalian emigrants from a recent report are whisky
The French politicians who are try- tion, but the grim face of that specdrinkers is a dein:ion.—
sent out by the department of com- Buffalo Courier.
ing to kill nationalism in France, and ter which confronts the unemployed, merce and labor at
Washington:
introduce a spirit of socialistic inter- tramping hateful streets in :tope of
"The Italian government reports
Beelzebub Bribed.
food and shelter. . . .
the issue of passports to emigrants
nationalism, may learn a lesson from
,./11 the
An eccentric Kentuckian 1: id a
year 1950, so tar as our coming to
the United States for the bottle of old liquor
the United States, according to a own sources are concerned, we will
buried u :th him
yeatended April 3o. 1906, to the num- in his grave. The
devil will he good
writer in the Edinburgh Review. For approach an ironless age. For a popber of 148,008, but a much larger numwhile America, of all n-ations, pos- ulation of 200.000,000 our home supply ber of Italian immigrants arrived bete to him.—Birmingham Age-Herald.
of iron will have retreated almost to in that
sesses the strongest spirit of nationtime For the fiscal year 1905
Probably Pipe Drisanting.
the company of the precious metals. the
number was 221479, and nlOte
ality, she also cherishes the most lib- There is no substitute whose producA Kentucky man reports that he
eral cosmopolitanism. This prings tion and preparation for practical use came in the fiscal year 1906. They do saw a whistling rat with yellow body
not all sail from Italy. Consul Paul
from the fact, we are told, that Amer- is not far more expensive. Not mere- Nash, in a report from Venice, esti- and blue feet. We don't know what
ica as a nation has an ideal, and this ly our manufacturing industries, but mates that coo per cent of the em- that man hadVeen drinking:- but if he
don't stop it it will Lill him.—Nashour whole complex industrial life, so igrents
return to Italy; but that is not ville
ideal has becofne part and aircel of
Amerkan.
intimately built upon cheap iron and true
of the Italians who come to the
an American's mental makeup. Life coal, will feel the strain and mast
United State'. It is estimated froth
and society as formulated in the Dec- suffer realignment. The peril is not the deposits in
When to Get Basy.
Italian banks thg
Dr. Roark of the Eastern Kentucky
laration of Independence aqii the one of remote geologic time, but of $8,000moci is' sent to Italy eacli:i44Normal school has advised young lathis generation. And where is there a
by immigrants, a considerable' tit,,r
American conpfitution embody he
dies to spray the lips with a carbolic
sign of preparation for it?" . .
centage of whcm intend to refti4relb
idea of univetsal brotherhood to an
atomizer before kissing If you noThe address has attracted the at- that country. A curious fact in rela- tice
.
11
American citieen. On the one hand,
a carbolic odor about vour lady
whole country, and the tion to she large number of illilerte friends hereafter you may know
tention
the
of
his strong spirit of netlonality, when
what
Boys Take pride in the apItalians who come to the United
is expected of yon.—Uniontown Telpress is discussing it freely. The
imparted to the immigrant. overcomes
States is brought out in Cbnsul Nash'e
&ranee of then fee: and
egram.
the idiosyncrasies ok the foreigner New York Herald regards is as "one report. When thersswas a prospect of
should not be made to wear
and absorbs him into the American of the most notable contributions ever legislation to exclude the illiterates,
clumsy shoes.
night schools were opened in haltRETAIL MERCHANTS.
nation, so, on the other hand, his rec- made to American economic science." for the benefit of intending
ef'
emigrant.:
Shoes do not have to be unognition of equal rights in man, ev- Even more enthusiastic is the Wash- but when the danger of such logislal- Agree to Close Stores at
to O'clock
ington
which
describes
Times,
Mr.
sightly
in order to be durtioti
vanished the schools doted." I
erywhere and of all nations, makes
Saturday Nights.
address
as
czar
one
Hill's
"w'bicli
a
The
Tradesman
able.
has
sought
to
make
him thoroughly cosmopolitan. Speakmight well make compulsory reading, clear to its readers the fact that there
We the undersigned merchants in
ing of nationality, the Review says:
was no nationality whom the South pursuance to the request
Our Anvit Brand shoes are
on
or
profitably
which
voters
of the Remight
"What makes a nationality? Is it
could obtain as mere laborers that tail Clerks
well formed and stylish, and
Union,
pleskge
ourselves
race, language, creed, climate, cook- be compelled to pass examination."
would compare with the negro, for the to close
get
strong and sturdy.
our stores and dmicontinue
ery, or any other of the important
So far as concerns the situation ot simple fact that no -other nationality
i We've Boys' Shoes for all
business
from
o'clock
to
on all Satfactors which give character to a so- the clay, assents the Evening Post would be content to remain in 'menial
urday evenings until Mon.lay morncial organism? Few questions are
service,
with
lam-haps
exception.
one
purposes. Bring the boys here
(New York), "Mr. Hill's point is uning
except
'Saturday preceding
more commonly debated today, and in
and that the Chinese.
for shoes and you'll find our
conaidering the answer the case of questionably well taken." "Mr. Hill
The Italian laborer of this season Xmas, beginning Saturday. September
styles and prices very pleasAmerica is too often left out of sight. has shown qualities not vastly differ- either returns to Italy or godi into 22nd 1906.
- -.
ing.
B. Weille & So
Yet no one looking straight at the ent from those that have made ireat business for himself next year or the
Roy 1.. Culey
facts can deny the existence of an
a
& Soas, Purcell
Co..
Jas.
W.
Gleave
year
after
,and
problem
labor
the
seers and prophets," asserts the New
American nationality, which is in a
& Thomson. Cochr n Sh.,e Co., W.
remains
unsettled
unsatisfacto
and
ry.
sense the most potent of all, for.none York Evening Sun. If we follow his requiring constant replenishing from N. Warren, L. B.
gil‘ •c & C.o..
so readily assimilates alien elements. advice, it adds, one result will be a class who do not become citizens Rhodes Burford Co.', F. M. Kirby &
Boa Cal. and Vise, Double Soles—Made to Stand Abuse
After a few years—so at _east we are "something of a return of the old- or remain long enough to acquire Co., Z. Coffs, J. L. Ptoberts, Geo.
told, and with authority—the foreign- time simplicity." and "Were will be sufficient experience, to become val- Rock Shoe Co., E. Guthrie & Co.. Mrs
er becofties an American. In England
H. J. Arrmz, White & SIr Its, C. N.
less need for worrying about the ob- uable.
or Franee. even the children, of immiBOYS DRESS SHOES
These are grave problems. the very Baker. J. A. Konetzka. DrYf s Bros.,
literation
of men." The Boston Her- rravest
esant-: grow .rp w&4lr. diffe7e:Ic. of
with 'shirt) the Collth has had J. L. Wanner. Nagel & Meyer. liarPat. Colt, Yid Kid, 9nd Gun Metal, Handsome Styles at Right Prices
which both they'
their associates ald regards his utterances as **sensa- to deal at this time, anci they emphahours Departin nt Store, F. N. Gardare conscious. One generation. does tional," and adds:
siez the need of having our able citi- ner, J. D. Sowers, Hank Bros., M.
$2.00 TO $3.50 ALL SIZES
'net suffice to merge them intn the
"It is impossible for the United zens attend the Nashville imMigra- Michael & Bros. John Doherty. G CO.
,type, which result's from the gradual
tion
conference
to the end that the
evolution of instincts and tempera- States to continue long to have more South may give to these vital mat- 0. Hart & Sons Co., Lendler & Ly
peoplet
within
its
'borders
than
can
it
don. H.1?iah. & _Sons, Hamilton
ment"
porvide maintenance for. When that ters such care and study as their im- Furnituri'Co., L. W. Henneberger &
a
The writer proceeds to give the time comes, we shall have emigra- portance demands
Co., GratVti Leader Ely Dry Goods
reasons forlhe Potency of the nation: tion instead of immigration. Famine
Co., Rtiq Philips & Co.. Wallerstein
Some girls really object to being Bros.
~en:
re-P141L4
.
al spirit in the' Anglo-Saxon republic and those minor afflictions due to inc
sufficient
sustenance
diminish
will
kissed,
as is proven by a Booneville.
of this continent as follows:
population if an arrested birth rate
"America, as a nation, rests more does not produce that result years be- (ind.) lass who need a knife with
NOVEL IDEA.
than any other in: the sworld on an fore the margin of bare subsistence "telling effect" on jhe kisser.
The
1. :sinerrsturnrattssaar
SM11311132111urns.
idea—or, if on a sentiment, then on has been reached."
kisser has not Itreen arrested.
Boat
to
Be
to
Sunk
Get
Her
Under
the sentiment of allegiance to an idea.
The New York Times regards Mr.
Bridge.
A man becomes an American when Hill's suggested remedial measures as
There.
arc
two
good
seasons
the
for
the idea for wMch.- Amer"n stands "admiral," but goes on to say:
iindertalcers, Fourth ,of July and foot
have become part arid parcel of his
A Pittsburg dispatch says• In Or.
Are you interested in a good time piete'? We have, a
"In the meantime it is to be noiad
swell line
mental fabric, and this is easily ac- thkt the best possible system of model ball time. The latter season Will soon der to get the fine new packet S. S.
In ',tidier Hampden watches, one of the most popular
in the
complished by the very nature of farms wonld not check the exhaustion open, and
Brown
out
of
the
Allegheny
river it
the undertakers Mir surmarket, We can supply an Elgin, Waltham or anys
those ideas. A coherent theory of life of our coal and iron. But here also
investment you
it geons are making preparations to be will be necessary to sink her, and in
wok
and society expressed itself in the is possible that the outlook is not so
let ii 4 rep.sr
that condition haul her under the
watch.
it
Declaration of Independence and the desperate as might
ready for the rush of business.
Union bridge. The boat is tieing 1
be inferred. ElecAmerican constitution, and America's tricity may take the place
built in the Allegheny river by James
IHONE 161 OLD
of coal as
Telegrams from Cuba yesterday Rees & Sons company for the Memassimilating power is largely due to a source of mechanical power; there
ii your ciric,Ic is out o. order we will call for it and warrant
the creed of universal brotherhood, is water power enough in the valley say "wig fight begins at Santiago phis and Arkansas River Packet line,
every
);.'it in our hit
the cosmopoiitan principle...which lay of the Delaware alone, if properly province."
of beautiful wedding presents in stet''
and'
she
will
cost
$120,000. the boat
,
Telegrams from Washinal
behind those elaborate formulations. used, to afford a half-million horsehg ally -t•
is nearing completion. Another suit
r,- hand painted china.
We are offering
ton
slate
that
all
\
ceased
hostilit'es
Nationality must always imply &com- power—and the Delaware is but one
against the Union Bridge company
(oe the next to days.
1
munity of historic associations; and voiles' in scores of the same fruitful yesterday. No comment.
may follow the sinking of the Brown
whoever is brought into contact with capacity. Nor is the prospect for iron
She is the finest packet 'afloat in the
Americans finds them conceiving of hopeless. Mr. Hill speaks of the
.The Register has received several. waters of this section, having a steel
their commonwealth as a vast society `enormous supply' in the Orient, and
hull, and her furnishings are as good
complaints frtain diarerera parts of the as
ADWAY
hound :together from mthe first by wi:th the probable advance
those of the famous Kate Adams
in trans- •
J. A. Konetzke, jeweher and Optician.
faith in a common group of ideas. No- portation and utilization iron in the city by 'phone about the street lights The Union bridge has been orderet:
where else does intellectual agree- Orient will be mode available in fifty during the past few nights. Last raised by the war department, but
ment—the agreement nf admiration— years, more completely titan iron in
night s2veral calls came over the the fight is still being maintained in
count 'for so much in nationality, no- Pennsylvania was fifty years ago. But
the
. courts. There was 3.5 feet of
•
where does inherited temperament ITO one thing is plain. We can not go 'phone frofn people' On Ninth street. water at Davis•island darn tonight aaa
It is said that truth is often eclipsed'
If on wish to reach the highest4
ma-lita)1."
for
very, far on the path across the next Whi'e very annoying. the people the river was falling. The Needles tint never . exfinau'isheita--Livy.
beein at, the lowest —Syrua.
American nationalism, he tells us, half century without realizing that our should be patient, for thG city is,nisic _ were places( in the dam today. wh:sh • Whatever' we' give to the wretcted
_Fame is the perfume of heroic
we lend to fortune.---Seneca.
4. caused the
rr to rise a few inchcs.
neAr —S()crates:
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.CKET STORE

Closing Oct All Dress skirts
at Half Price.

• ANNOUNCEMENTS

We are going to quit handling ladies dress skirts
and have decided to close out our present stock at
half price.
The stock consists of Ladies and Misses Walking
Skirts in black, blne, brown, gray and fancy and the
regular price is from $2.48 to $8.00.
Beginning Monday September 17th we will close
the entire lot out at just half price.

•

La

We Have One $12.00 Fancy Blue
Coat Suit Size 36 Which We
Will Put In With This
Lot at $4.98.,
These Are Bargains For Somebody.

11111[L1&IHOMPSON

41.

407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY

.0116

OUR BOYS SHOES

BOYS EVERY DAY SHOES

$1 50 TO $300 ALL SIZES

COCHRAN SHOE CO
406 BROADWAY.

"W ATCHES"

Eye-See Jewe ry4:111, Optical Co.
3,5 Bit,
WOW • •••••••••1••••••••••

••••••111.....4.
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SEWERAR 0111 FORREST'S CORPS
DISTRICT NO.3 TO HOLD REUNION

PERSONAL MENTION.
++++

•:•

•:•

•4•
••
•:•

KING'S COUNSEL IlViattil, Efiriger
Undertakers and titoalmers,

Mr. George Edwards, of Benton, is COMING FROM ENGLAND TO
DEFEND "LORD" BARin the city. As is 'me of the leading
RINGTON.
130 S. THIRD STREET:
Iswyers of teh capital of Maii•hali
PADUCAH. EY
JOINT SEWERAGE AND ORDI- ALL VETERANS WHO SERVED county.
Mr. Arthur 'Ida:tim the :awyer, has
NANCE COMMITTEES MST
UNDER GEN. N. R.
returned
from a •podonjeci v:sit to Female Admirer Declares British AmLAST NIGHT
FORREST.
bassador Has Summoned Her to
Central Kentucky.
-a
Washington to Confer.
Mrs.
Frank
Efinger
PauMiss
and
I
line Roth left yesterday for Chatta5
Consider Proposition to Order Work Reunion to Be Held at Memphis,
nooga, Tenn., to visit relatives.
to Follow Construction of DisTenn., October 17.—Big
St. Louis, Sept. i8.—M-rs. Lillian- E.
Miss Lelia Goodman who has been
trict No. 2.
Time Assured.
visiting her sister, Mrs. King brooks, Gates of West Belle Place, champion
has returned to her home in McAlis- of "Lord" Seymour Barrington, in
'se
jail at Clayton, under conviction for
ter. I..T.
The joint sewerage and ordinance
Hickman, Ky., Sept. 18.—There
Ma's Lily May and Corinne Win- the murder of James P. McCann,
committees of the two boards of the will be held in
lssve Monday for a visit to Miss called at the St. Louis iss!unty seat to
Memphis, Tenn,. s:
city council met last night in the October 17, 1906, a reunion of all Willie Blanche Ashsr in Atlanta,-Ga., inform the prisoner shot she had some
The variety shown by us afford the widest range fsr ositleti.tb,T,
council chamber. The purpose was Viterans who at any time served un- en route they will -visit friends for a good news for hint, but the sheriff
denied 'her admittance, and she left a
.,.to 'consider the proposition to order der Gen. N. B. Forrest. The citizens few days in Chattanooga Tenn.
our prices are very low indeed. Be sure to see the ad -ear:tap:es Re
note inslead.
the Work of sewering what is known of Memphis are enthusiastic, and have
Mr. T. W. Dolberry, of the postofare offering this season in silverware.
Mirs. Gates says the note relates to
as sewerage district number three, promised to throw wide their doors fice clerical force, is at Dawson.
Barrington's identity, and that she
which takes 'in all that part of the and entertain every
Rev. J. W. Wackard, presiding elder
old Veteran in
-city west o( Thirteenth street and be- royal style. Cosnmittees will meet of the district, will conduct the pray- -has now 'thoroughly established his
life history. All the bad things said
tween Clark and Trimble street.
the Veterans at the train on the even- er services this evening at the TrimThe disposition is to order this ing of the ifith and the morning of ble street, M. E. church. All mem- about him, she declares, are without
foundation.
work to follow the building of dis- the 17th, assign them
to their houses, bers are urged to be present.
Mrs. Gates said that she had been
tract number two which Is to begin and furnish them with orders for
summoned
to Washington to confer
next week, and it is more than likely horses free to ride in the parade.
BUILDINGS AT JAMESTOWN
with Sir Mortimer Durand, British
that the joint temllele Will so deTO BE MADE DURABLE ambassador, on the Barrington
There will be a parade on horsecase,
cide and the council boards so order. back for all who can ride, and autoand she expects to leave for the naThe proposed additional: e)'lltrol 15 mobiles and carriages for all who Expected That Most of Them Will tional capital tomorrow.
She said,
very popular with the residents of ore unable to ride horseback. It is
Be Used Permanently.
further, that a king's coudsel had been
At the coming Jamestown exposi- engaged by the English/
the east side of the city, the•need of proposed that We pass
government
in review be- eion,
which will open .April 26. 1907, to come to America and
sanitary drainage of the section bays fore the
assist in Barstatue of our beloved old on Sewells
Point, six miles from Nor- rington's defense before the
ing been fully recognized the past commander,
PECULIAR ACCIDENT
United
to be followed by ap- folk, most of the
NEAR
buildings are to be States supreme court.
etIrnIner.
SPOKANE, WASH—EARTH
propriate exercises around his tenth. permanent.
Therefore not much staff
Fursher information of the'Bonfils
GAVE,WAY..
We will then repair to a beautiful will be used, as is usually the c:te in
tragedy has also been obtained, Mrs.
RID OF LOAFERS.
•
p.ark. where all will be served with the construction of exposition buildTh
ollowin persons will be enGates says, but she will not divulge it
Spokane. Wasb., _Sews_ 18.—While an old-time Tennessee barbecue. all ings.
titled
to
vote
in
the
Democratic
prifor the present, under instructions
Crooks of
ve Left Town
prospecting along the proposed tight
Veterans to form at the table in cornmary election to be held in Paducah,
All temporary buildings nowadays from her advisers.
for Mcgre Congenial Climes.
of
way of the ChiCagO. MilWaiikee &
paniei and regiments just as they dis- are constructed of staff. The first of
Kentucky, on Thursday, the soth inst.,
s
St. Paul railway in'thi; Ancinity of
to-wit:
banded. All regiments will join 1r this class of buildings in America
Clealunt, Wnsh., west of Spokane. the
Fulton for a long while was the
All registered Democrats who hays
was 'the woman's building at the Chigeneral campiosi gfound of the the parade just as they disbanded
in their possession registration cer- engine and drilling machinery used
under the commapd of their senior cago fair ,which was the work of Lee
Ausk4etfion, but
crooks and loafErA
tificates, and' all of those who have by the prospector's disappeared front
surviving °RICCI present. Al! regi- Bonet of New York, who introduced
for some t:me our valuable police
•
moved into the city of Paducah from sight, the ground having given away
ments from each State to caretitute staff as a construction material for
'without a moment's warning and a
force has made life a harden for them
ether
parts of Kentucky and will have
a brigade except Tennesseans. who statuary and buildings in the United
few minutes later the boiler and
more
to
•camp
they
their
and
moved
•
States. The fine arts building at that CAPTAIN AMUNDSEN, THE EX- lived in McCracken
county six i boiler shed toppled
over and passed
congenia climes, Fuhon is today, the will be divided into two brigades. fair, which was also the work of Mr.
months
and
PLORER,
their
respective
BELIEVES HE
prccin,ffs j from view. The crew
West Tennessee and Middle and East
was at dinner
city
map
the
it
cleanest
on
and
litt'e
sixty days next before the 6th . day
HAS LOCATED IT.
Bonet, still stands, protected by paint.
•
Tennessee.
when the machinery disappeared.
is a rare occurrence that you hear of
of November, 1906, and who agresto
Bonet,
Mr.
through
suggestion
his
The prospectors are of the opinion By an article of our association
any ip_nd of crime committed within
that staff bo used in the construction Says It May Be a Movable Point— affiliate with the Democratic party there
is a submarine opening fed by'
airne
every
an
and
any
of
soldier
of
and
its lin*/ The "Irring our places for
Goes to the North for
of the Columbian exposition at Chite for the nominses c.f said
springs, or a subterranean lake unprimary; also all -those who will have
loafers have been cleaned out and service who,. at any time dering the cago, may be credited with having
Further Work.
(ler the layer through which they
arrived at the age of st years by
life made a burden for those who yet war served under Gen. N. 3. Fbriost, saved about $20,000,000 to the builders
Seattle. Wash., Sept. at—Capt. the tth clay of November, toolj, and have been drilling at a depth of 450
Lang on. Today you will see very few and remained true and faithful to the of the several expositions that have
feet. Since the accident they have
Icafers around. Our city police force cause unto the end, is entitled to been held in this country since 1893. Ronald Amundsen, discoverer of the who expect to affiliate with the Den.. had a pump with
six-inch hose at
in the He was born in France and came to Northwest passage, reached Seattle ocr•sCe party and agree to support
will not stand for .it. Chief of Police recognition and membershi
work in an unsuccessful attempt to•
will
corps.
and
admit&
be
to
yesterday
all
on
the
rethe
nominees of said primary; also all
steamship Saratoga
the United States about twenty years
Esker seerng that he .was unable to
reduce the water, and an investigaeive the work of the office justice unions tnd exercises without any fur- ago. In 189r. when the first great from Nome. He was met by a com- those persons who have moved into tion will be made to determine the
mittee
of
the
ther
Paducah
e
two!
ent.
American
from
exposition since the PhilaChamber of Commerce
some other state and cause of
with the help he had prevailed on the
0 a
the break.
11 out delphia Centennial, was being plan- and the local Norwegian societies. who will have lived in Kentucky one
Badges similar to tilOse gv,
.council for assistance 'which was
Owing
to
his
year,
ned,
desire
and
McCracken
the
to
Orleans
problem
tit
New
reach
will
creating
of
an
county
be
Irk)
the
given
all
govsix months
planted
The robberies which were
'architectural display with the maxi- ernmem observatory at Sitka in order and their respective precincts sitxy
Let a man practice the profe.sion..
pi. almost try
ja the attend-that have not heretofore receivmum of magnificence at the minimum to complete his magnetic observations, days next before November 6, Igo& which he best knows.—Cicero.
city, have•
t c
e e=r;we are ed tht.m.
;
•
Capt.
Aimundsen
All
of
sailed for Sitka on
expense was under discussion. Mr.
those who have lost their regLet every Vet.1 in attend.. 'We will
better protected new-than ever from
never have suer anotheir 0-from-Indy Bonet went to Chkago and proposed the steamer Jefferson a short time af- istration certificates which were prothe housebreaker.—Fukon Leader.
erred at tile registration of 1905 may
to meet and pay lovieg triberte to him to the exicsition builders that staff ter his arrival.
Pictures, Diplome a. Certificatas.
. "Nity observations extend over a pe- procure duplicates from Hiram Smdeused
be
as
a
constructive
material
inwho led us thronermani a
Water and 0111 Cala*
"TOBACCO KING"
stead of wood. glass and tin, which 040,64 three years, and it will take ley, county coutt clerk; the other
Mottos anal C
v.etarin*34
,titree
years
'to
had been chiefly employed at Plhi
calculate them out." classes of voters above referred to
ny order,'
6.
1
Thos. Gallaher of Belfast Now on Nis
delphia ,with the result of structuel 4,441.,Ire. "Until that time it, is utter- as having movA /into Nem-A •itice Framed right up to dat: in fivt n'itpv•
H. A. TL
.t.ieat. Gen. Cam- more wistful than beautiful.
Way to This County.
uteri time at the
lyrOpossible to say positively whit last registration clay of 1905, or bemanding
Mr. Thomas Gallaher of Belfast.
*
At first the Frenchman's suggestion I have accomplished by my observa- fore that -time and could not register
CHAS. W. ANDERSIDN.C'. was not seinously considered. He tions. I believe, however, that I will be required to make
Irelands the largest independett puroath before
Gep., .3fuli thief of Staff
chaser of American tobacco in the
arosilkwas.
was told Olt that material was not have located the North magnetic pole. the officers of election at their reworld. is on the ocean en route to
suffic)ently durable. To disprove this I can not say as yet whether it is a spective precincts to the facts'in their
_
'this country to v:e'w Ibe crtip and STRANDED THEVIAN3
theory, however, Mr. Monet made shifting point or extends over a large respective cases and m tst in addition
That run-down, tired feeling
the
evetlook his Kr-at nteresta is this
LEAV11.-THE CITY %clime staff figures and set-them on top area. We also took" clarefuleobserva- to such oath prod'uce two witnesses
The stranded actorak attd actresses of the Rookery building in Chicago. !ions of the aurora borealis and I be- to substantiate their claim.
Aistr.et -if Kentucky.. The Aii.erican
first symptom of MALARIA. , ke
Any party holding certificate from
headquarters of the Gallaher firm are who came here with tti carnival com- exposed to all the rough weather of lieve my observations will show that
located in this city an dhis houses at bination which was at Wallace park winter. The next spring it was ob- this'phenomenon has a marked effect one registration precinct who has
irawensboro, Providence and other last. week were yesterday paid in part served that staff had stood the test; .1.11)94, the compass., Our zoological reeved into some other precinc: .1.1t1
and ethnological collection is fairly wit have been ir said last named
points.ars. 4i.rected and controlled by the manager of the combination so, after due consideration, it was
precinct sixty days by the 6th of Noand liberally assisted-by local corn- adopted as the principal building ma- complete."
from Henderson. says the Journal
Valuable
vember, 1906, will be entitled to vots
scientific
terial
because
of
cheapness
instruments
its
and
used
Gallaher's
niittee
which
conducted the entertaintrips are usually
Mr.
by Capt. Amundsen in taking mag- 'n said last named precinct upon tne
ecmhued to a few days. but this visit ment also This enabled them all to durability. The Columbian exposition
netic observations were not to be procuring of a eurof:cate from the ofprobably be prolonged some- get out of town and to return to their thereby saved $4.5oo,000 in addition to
found when he left the steamer Sara- f;cers of said printary of the preci-tet
•
the
achievement
beamiof
most
the
a WI at. He wil.have to .giye some at- 'homes. much to their gratification. ng exposition ever held up to that toga. Their loss may seriously inter- wherein he is tegistered. Respect;
_1.
•
tention -to the strip question, one in
fere with his magnetic observation.
year.
W. A BERRY,
which he is deeply interested. WW1;
•
In tone and hue, the beauty of exChm. Dem. City Coen.
Ha.
The specific for all malaria.
1
r-eittre nruch time for him to inspe'ci
2t
positions i altogether (Inc to a comWell Said.
•
his great interests in Henderson sad
cured others. Will cure you.
Brown—J can't go; I'm not feeling
bination of plaster of parts, hemp and
other plv:—/iteiriti-expeeted to ar
well.
Isn't
that a valid excuse?
dextrine. Accordingly, 'the quantity
Drew Big Crowd.
1-Lake Roberts, colored, for abus- of staff used at the approaching
rive within the next ten days.
Gray—No. it isn't; it's an invalid
Price so Cents Per Box.
.
expoThe
opening
of the stores last night
ing his wife was tined $io and costs sition will be comparatively small,
• as is customary
be- one.—Boston Transcript.
on the I. C. R. R. pay
in Justice Emery's cotyt yesterday. cause it is believed that after the exBOTH LOUISVILLE TRAINS
des drew many people to tre business
DELAYED LAST EVENING The justice let him off light because position there will be a demand for WEEK'S BOXING
SCHEDULE. centers of the city. While the merThe Louisvale train which was due of his previous good record.
the various buildings, to be used as
chants seemed to have no particular
—"EMber days" Which begin to- hotels, club houses and summer resi1.treat 4:zo o'clock yesterday afterTuesday.
lush
of business all apparently enjoylast
tomorrow
and Friday. dences. With this idea in view. there
noon did not arriCe-bitfil just before day and
At Chelsea, Mass.—Kid Goodman
ed fair patronages.
9 o'clock last night. The cause of will be observed by the Cotholics of is extra inducement for participation vs. Aurelia Herrera.
At Davenport, la.—Steve Kenny
the delay was the letting down of ths city with appropriate church ser- by the different states. j'he .ite of
Married Last Night.
each state building is deeded to the vs. Joe Galligar.
the tA nder. artm-g--1,siiiht accident vice and fasting. ,
Miss
Georgia L. Williamson and
state
occupying
state
Thus,
it.
each
DRUG STORE.
At
Lake
Mrs. G. J. Winter. of Nevasota,
Linden, Mich.—Jack
thont lartictlaLinidii_to the train.
Mr. W. E. Smith were married last
hile there was a jostling of the Pas- Tex.. is the guest of Mts. Toy Mc- Will be able to recover the cost of its Pbares vs. Art Alford'.
night at the bride'e home. 1013 Har- Seventh and Jackson St. Phone 237.
Wednesday.
sengers einknard-sk es
without Kinney. Mrs. L. B. Reeves was ex- building, and income instances probrisoueltret,
ably
the,investmen
make
a
profit
on
t.
Rev. Mr.. Meyers. of
At
Trinidad,
Colo.—Kid
Bennett
pected
last
injury woeiliy 4/P4
from
night
. he train
Osceola, ark.,
Herethfore exposition buildings have vs. Jimmy Kane.
Texas, a friend of the bride officiated.
due over the same road At It,o'clock also to become Mrs. McKinney's
been sold to wrecking %wanks at
A few friends were present. Mr.
Thursday,
was also delayed and came in behind guest.
a mere pittance., The exposition site
At Bridgeport, Conn.—Willie ri;z- Smith is an I. C. R. R. attachee and
—Thp merchants ate beginning to
the one which was laid odt by the ae•is on she shore of Hampton Roads, gerald vs. Ambry MkGarry.
his Wide a well known lady . of the
cident. The h-tfing down of the ten- show the fall styles in to their that famous seaway
DENTIST.
and summer reNt Paltimorc—Kid Sullivan vs. Jim- North Side of the city.
der °eclipsed- near- Dewson early yea! windows. The new creations for both sort. Much staff, however, will be
my Briggs
terdey afternoon.
the men and women are -very attrac- used in the exposition features, such
.1t Appleton. Wis.—Young Kenney
Board cif Eudcation.
tive aid some are decidedly 1p1qi1e.. as statuary, bridges, arches, exhibi- vs. Kid Herrick.
There
will
be a meeting of the Office over Globe Bank and Trust
•
▪
FEDERAL EMPLOYE INDICTED
Musrs Crlts Singleton, PK Jcw- tion booths and decorations. The
board of education in High school,
man and Ed 'Earle7 were appointed grand group of government buildings
Co., 3005 Broadway.
At H averhill,'
}
I
ass.—Harry Pdels building Wednesday night Sept. 19,
d"'
Thomas P. CrVi
Art lof Attempt- jury commissioners and instructed will be constructed of staff.
•
Vs. Arthur Cote.
to
consider
t9,t1
the
_
bids
boiler
and
ed Criminal Assault.
as to their duties and set to work se'Saturday.
insurance.
Mayking, Ky., Sept. 18 —Thomas lecting jurors for the next term of
If
he
be
well
insured
he
c;sse he enNo one loves the man whom he
At Philadelphia—Unk Russell vs.
H. D. WILLIAMSON. President.
P. Craft, aesiitant postmaster at court.
dured.
Young Erne.
'They will be in session five fears.—Aristotle.
W. H. PITCHER, Clerk.
•
Craftsville. near here, has been indictday& that being the time fixed by
ed by the Letcher county grand jury j
on a charge of attempting to asaault law fo rthern to make the selections.
—Yesterday Was a little warmer
Miss Bettie Jane Adams, aged 13
.years, of Thornton Creek, a month than its predecessors of the week.
••. -ago. He will be tried at the pres- The atmosphere was close and there
was mitch complaint of the heat.
eint term of court.
There was come indications of rains
la the sections_ sorth and east of ti.is
,,Lady Physician Lectures.
The Academy of Medicine and The i place-sbut if there was any such stis:•
McCracken County Medical society tations they had, no effect on the testmet last even/nee joitt/Jy. The feature rathe;'farm, hut slightivelettatid by 'a
(4 the gathering wasa lecture by Dr ,liil ;110 .-, C7 :0.'10
Delia Cald-well.
Saunders Foti:er Happy.,
Applcations .For Assistant Librarian
If Saunders HoWler appears a
There are said to be ttoi applica- little: too elated today, don't get the
tions for the place of assistant librar- %/icing iMpresbion—its a girl, and a
Ian at the Carnegie lately vacated by fine on.. The stork arrivedjast night
Miss Corbett. The trustees will like- at their suburban home "M•nwood".
ly fill the place at the board meeting Both mother and child ar,e ping
finely.
I) to be held early ih ,October.
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BACON'S

Dr. Sidney Smith

Now is the time fOr you tor fill your coal house.

Lump 12c, Nut 11c

Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal

•I

Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT. Agent for Whitehall and
Agatite Cement. "KING OF CE14NT."

H. M Cunning-ham,

Phones: Old 960, Ncw 245.
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RATE LAW IN EFFECT BUT
JUST BEING INTERPRETED

RED MEN
&RE HAPPY

BABY COVERED
WITH SORES BALDWIN PIANO

Washington ,D. C., Sept. 18.—The
"Yes,". say Cie railways,---"but here
.new rate law is in effect, but the stu- is a thing tea. so- simple. Answer
pendous task of making it effective this:
ha a just begun.
"How can a railroad compile and OVER THE PROSPECTS OF A
HOME FOR WIDOWS AND
The first thing is to find what the print 2,000,00o separate rates in sixty
Would Scratch PO Trar the Flesh
law means, and that is what has in- days? And 1 aw can such compilaCHILDREN.
terrupted the summer vacations of tion be posted in duplicate in every
Unless Han,.—Wasted
'the lawyers and traffic experts of the station on its lads?"
Question Will Be Taken Up agid
tOliSk:
.P
.
4.-0,
403tr
1
'tiering for
railroads and caused these meetings
But that is i.hat the law demands.
Pushed—What's-the Matter With
•at Chicago, New York, Atlantic City And again:
—Gro
.
',Worse
Under
Paducah for the Home?
and at Washington with the inter"How can a nailwayaarint and post
—Skin
Now
Clear.
state commerce commissioners.
as part of its rata the terminal charge
The commission is dealing with the of a different r.)ad a thousand miles
There is much happiness among the
raPsiods in groups. First came the away, over who it it has no control?
Redmen of this state in general and
i
western and southwestern railways,
"How can a railroad publish a those of Paducah in particular.
-and after them came the New Eng- joint through rate over another road 1 Some time since the
members •if
.. al the ce:oral trunk lina roads.
-Lass ..a!
tj make a joirs the order named 1n this state took up
What is the commission trying to do? rate?
"My little son, when about a year
a movement set on foot here to build
Aia: what do she railways want?
and a half old, began to have sores
"How shall a railway publish rates somewhere in the state a
home for ooms out on his face. I had
I
I a the first place. it appears that the on private cars which'
a phyit does not the widows ,and children of the 'rsician treat him,
Pit :state commerce commission is ea- own, and for which it does
not 'even der, but when it looked bright the'
but the sores grew
ter ling the olive branch to the rail- collect the charges?
national council set its seal of disworse: Then they
after hae•ines won in a bitter fight
"How can ex:, ma and import rates approval on the
began to come on
idea and it hail to
in .high aes very existence ii•ai in- be adjusted to :
his arms, then on
ig ocean rates, if _subside. But the next
genera. .ir
volved.
other parts of his
the thirty-day
is to apply to state council took the
matter ua, a, a
The commission was under no ob- them ?
body,and then one
ik right
of each state jurisdiction and
came on his chest,
ligations to help the railroads to ie"How can railroad tariffs be made
worse than the
. tereret this law. hut the chairman sna- uniform?"
I instructed its delegate's to the next
others. Then I callInatio
nal
council
gested a friendl, and informal ea a•to
have
the laws so
The commissioner admit that these
ed another physi-fer. ace to tsas over the meaning •
cian. Still he grew worse. At the end
queations ace rah' • puzzling and amended that the right would tot or
"
'should not be questioned.
complicated points. Further, Ca.• they want to help clear
of
about
a year and a half of suffering
them up.
he grew so bad I had to tie his hands
C''' avissianers intimatial a desire •.;
This fight was made at the :ational
Another provision of the law is that
in cloths at night to keep
iraier•-• Oa:tar:a af the law whic:• calling for a uniform
system of ac- council just he'd in Niagra ' 'ills, N. scratching thesortai and tearinghim from
die flesh.
•Thasly harsh.
counting by railways. It will be Au- i Y.. and the laws of the —rler so
"He got to be a mere skeleton, and
-t :!•-.• traffic off!aiaa: we"e gust. 1907. before that provisi
amend
ed that each state w'il have tile
was hardly able to walk. My Aunt
on goes
•
,a1 a ay. aet anslas
e into effect. Prof. Harry C. Adams, right to erect a widows :•• el orphans' advised me to try Cutieura Soap and
a
,•ssia
n taa k • 'II a very fricad:a of Michigan university, has
bectrliired . home if it so chooses ar . to control Ointment So great was her faith in
, tar a
at Sto.000 a year to tignre out a uni- ,same without any inte--rence front it that she gave me a small piece of
Soap to try and a little of the
flea Ca. railroads wilIin and form system of bookkeeping.
Ile has the national body. Ties is why the rnent. I took it home withoutOW,-cal. a, *at. by the
any
provisians
taken a hause in Washington and ca- membership in .this sta - and
particu- faith, but to please her I tried it, and
new law.- -aid Chairman Knase lla: s to work a year at the
it soemed to dry up the sores a little.
task. Ile larly the local brethera -ire happy.
aTSey are aniaaes to coaTerate with v ''! work with
"I sent to the drug store and got a
the National Assrejo
The home question •.1 be taken up
.
laat !I will produce results f - ti a of Railway Accoun
tants. In the , anew the first opport•• ;ity and push- cake of the Soup and a box of the
Ointment and followed the directions,
C•••
a•;•_ ;••'; eorying public, suca meantime the roads will
be allowed to ' ed to the end desir.s1 with the
least and at the end of about two months
sanaress aaended."
go on keeping accounts as they have Li eit'ay.
The effect if the result of this the sores were all well. Ile has
the same affect Catemisioner been doing.
!fight before the national Reelmen's never had any sores of any kind since.
Cles•ents. said :
The task of hearing complaints 1
"lie is now strong and healthy.
'cauncil was made known last night in
"What is there sa' puzzling about from shippers who
and I can sincerely say that only for
want discrimina- i a 'postal
message received by NIr. your most wonderful remedies
tlat '
,ea' rate law? Is it nor
tians corrected by the new law has
my
to top reba es and to quit givitaa not even
begun. They will have to !Dave Cross from Mr. L. L. Bebout, precious child would have died. from
those terrible sores. I used only one
who is a delegate from this state to
:?
'wait for a while.
the national council. and it is tber• - cake of Soap and about three boxes
of Ointment.
(signed) Mrs. c,
fore correct.
bert Sheldon, R. F. D., No. I, W t1•
Conn, April fl, 1905."
0•••pbal•Isi.r.si sad owes' Totatamil Ilsr Every
"Mr. Dooley" in The American
Samoa.trete rbetplee to Scrota* from 1 weaory le am
oolikdoi aS Oedema Soap, lac_ Otatpteet, spa
Magazine,
ewe% Ma.(ba term ot Chocolate Coated WY.Mr. per viol
pe
may be 5a4 ed all druggist. store set oatssem&
F. P. Dunne never wrote a better
Potter nvog S Chaim Corp., Sobt Props.,boos.
"Dooley" article than the one he puberlesammi Passe bag so Qin 114q Illwassog•
Peoria, Ill.. Sept. 18.—After all is la, is being installed
in the parlor. It lishes in the October number of The
has remained for the Illinois farmer has meant the old
rig, in which /he American Magazine—the periodical
to discover and put into execution family turns out for
church Sundays, that he and John S. Phillips and Ida PUT IN ASYLUM BY BROTHER
the greatest get-rich-quick scheme of either is put in
the best of repair, or M. Tarbell and William Allen White
the times; he has put his once small a new one purcha
sed—or even a and Umcolii Steffens and Ray Stan. Victim Says He Was Confined There
savings into raising 'bumper corn bright, new motor
Wrongfully by Greedy Relative.
car procured to nard Baker have bought, and taken
crops, and his investment last year startle the neighbors.
In fact, it has hold of with such vigor.
paid him $14.3.000.000. at represents 'meant the Illinois
Franklin. Pa., Sept. 17.—Alleging
farmer is getting
This new "Doney7 article is ot
38,752,000 bushels. This year again more of his share of
the national pros- "The Power of the'Press." It is the that his brother. Patrick C. Ahern,
a crop advanced almost out of danger perity than are
imprisoned him in an insane asylum
some city folk on sal- splendid sane brain of
the great Amof frost damage promises to make a :tries, and even
for four months in order to get possome in business.
erican
philos
opher
at
its
best. How
brilliant showing.
! And to the state at large, to the peter
Dunne does grow in wisdom session of his property. Jeremiah
The final government crop report is cities and towns, the banner corn crop
Ahern entered huit for $10,000 damexpected to indicate a corn crop for means increased orders upon jobbers and knowledge! How gentle his bum- ages against
his broher. Both men
Illinois of 36o,000,000 'bushels, and, as for clothing, furniture, hardware, farm or, how fair his thrusts!
are prominent oil producprs residin
After
showin
g
g what "th' press can
last years' crop was worth as much as machinery, table delicacies, jewelry,
in Oil City.
the combined crops of grain raised by and, in fact, most of the modern lux- do Pr thim it loves" and "what it can
Jeremiah allegts that in December,
any other state, the supremacy in corn uries. It means country Fong distance hand to thim it don't love; after
production is likely to rest with Illi- telephones are no longer hard to se- amusing references to his colleagues 1904. he was i poor health and his
brother advised him to go to a hosnois another year at least.
cure orders for. arid that city newspa- Mr• Steffens and Mr. Baker and Miss
pital. He consented and Pakriek took
Tarbell
,
and
pers.
to
Winsto
with
n Churchill and hirn
their market reports, are
A holding disposition among farmto Buffalo, where he Ptaced him
ers has been found to be very effica- becoming a necessity. It means safe Roosevelt and others, "Me. Dooley' in
a retreat. After his brother had
loans
for
the
banks for crop moving, says:
cious in adding to profits in the last
left Jeremiah discovered that he was
"No sir, as Hogan says, I care not
few years. In fact, where ten rears and a freer circulation of money from
in an asylum, his brother hav•ng told
the
countr
who
y
to
makes
ago the average farmer was satisfied
the mercantile hubs.
th' laws or th' money iv a
the
officials that he was insane from
with 25 cents to 30 cents a bushel for And it means steadier jobs for city counthry so long a sl run th' presses.
the excessive use of alcohol.
his corn, lie now calmly holds his pro- labor and increased revenue far the Father Ke ly was talkin' about it th'
The prisoner tried in many ways to
duct off the market when prices do railroads and elevator interests.
other day. 'There ain't annything like
get word of his plight to Friends
The banner crop of Illinois last year it an' there nivcr was,'
not suit his ideas, and as a result has
on
says he .'All the outside
but all of his letters wtre
developed a great fondness for 35 in spite of the fact that the entire th' priests in this diocese togeth
er
sent
to Patrick, as the latter had real
country raised a record total, averand 40 cents.
preach to about a hundred thousand
quested. Final y in April. 19os; the
aged the farrear nearly 38 cents a
As .a representative Illinois raiser
people wanct a week an,', 'he says.
asylum officials, coming to the con
bushel. The production of the state
put it to a Chicago -Board of Trade
'all th' papers- preach to three millyon
elusion that Jeremiah was not
man the other day: "The average was 8o,000,000 bushels larger than wanct a day, aye, twinty times
ada dicted to the use of
that
of
all
Europe
last
year,
and
78,liquor, released
farmer in this section considers corn
day.'
he
says.
'We
give ye hell on him.
in the crib as good as money in the 000.000 bushels larger than that of the Stindahs an' they give
ye hell all th'
nearest American competitor, Iowa.
bank; he always has a ready sale for
time,' he says. 'Ti, a ifNondherful
The
money
value
was
nearly
as
LOSS ON KELLY
large
. •
it, and prevents a glutted market by
.1 see a bei iv printas the combined wheat, corn, oats. ryetiling'
„ ' he says
UMBAUGH'S STOCK HEAVY
selling judiciously; and a crib does not
,
barley and hay crops of, either Iowa er s ink gain into a newspaper office
The Regiser erred Sunday in
fail, as banks sometimes do."
an' it :oaks common enough. A bar'l speaking of
or Kansas.
the fire at Kelly & UmThis complete change in the grain
The antire value of grain and feed iv printers ink, a ha?! iv linsee ile baugh's wall
paper house wherein it
case, so that the distributors and 'the crops in Illinois wa,
near the $aw,- an', lampblack with a smell to it that's said there was anothe
r fire there
big consumers, like the glucose inter- 000,000 mark: 1The immen
se corn half stink an half perfume. But I three months since. The
fire three
ests, conic toahe farmer and nothe to crop of the state this
year. if it main- 'tell ye if all th dinnymite, lyddite, cor- months ago was in
the rear room of
them. has made for unbounded pros- tains its present promis
e ,would fill 'a !elite an' gun cotton in eh' wurruld wuz Mr. Ed Hannan
's plumbing establishperity in Illinois. This, in conjunct train of ,383.00 cars
.reaching a000 'hid' behind thim hoops there wud- ment, in
0
the same building be/ was
tion with nature's smiles, means the miles.
Iden't be as much disturbance in that not in quarters
'extinction of the old mane-ating
controlled by Messrs
On top of the regular well known i bar'l as there
is in th' messy stuff Kelly & Umbaugt. This correct
variety of mortgage. It has meant demands on the
ion
corn crop from feed- that 'ooks like so much
tar,' he says. is made to correct what might
that the farmer has more money in cr. distiller, glucos
ape maker and Fairo- I'Printers ink! A
dbrop Iv it on is an pear a reflection upon the gentle
bank. It has meant that John. Jr.. pean buyer is coming
men
free denature] little viairrud
in type, he says, 'will who were sufferers by Saturl
noire often goes to the small acad- alcohol, which is likely
ay
to use a large •blacken
th' fairest name in Christen- night's blaze.
emy or university, and that Mary. amount of corn.
.dom
or.' he says, 'make a star to
file, more often attends the seminary
Messrs Kelly & Umbaugh yesterday
The growth in the production of l
or college. It has meant better liv- corn in Illinois
shine on th lowest brow, he says. 'It looked c'osely into their
loss. They
ha's been over
3°43
ing, an addition on the old house, and per cent since isoo.
anti bOnt 70 per 'will find its way 'into millions iv had a stock worth between $2.250 and
perhaps a newbarn. It has meant the since 1880. And the
gain to the state i homes an' hearts an memories, it will $2.500. This they estimate was largeold. wheezy. pedal organ is being ban- and country has
been corresponding_ !go through iron dares an stone walls ly lost through water and smoke
ished and the piano, or even the piano- ly great in lioth trade
and resources, an wil carry sonic message that may They carried an almost full insurance
turn th' current iv ivry life it meets.
Adjusters to look aft( r their loss
PAPERS USE NEW SPELLING MANY WOUNDED
IN
RIOT. ;fr'm th' Imperor iv Chiny to th' baby are expected within a few days.
•
.in th cradle in Hannigans flat, he
Americ
an and Macedonian Workmen says. 'It may undo a thousand pray- HOLY CROSS STILL INfACT
Star League in Indiana Adapts CarneBattle in St. Louis Foundry.
ers or start a usllyon. It can't be csgie Board's Recommendations.
caped. It could dhrag me out iv me Story of Accident to Famous Mount
St. Louis,'Mo., Sept. 17 -A race parish house tomorrah an' make
Disproved by Investigators.
me
Indianapolis, Ind., Sena 17.—The war betwee
n too American
steel
as
well-k
nown
in
Pekin
as
I
am
in
Star league of newspapers—the In- foundry in Granite
For some years a persistent rumor
City resulted in a Halstead Sthreet, an' not as fav'rably.
dianapolis, Terre Haute and Muncie foundry in
has been afloat that the famous Mount
Granite City resulted' in a Today tit' pope may give
me no more
'Star—in tomorrow's issue will an- riot call to the
of the Holy Cross' 'had suffered an
police station and the thought thin he gives
Kelly th' Row- acciden
nounce that the Star in the three re- wounding of a
t in the shape of a rock slide
number of the work- lin' Mill Man. Tomor
rah he may be which
spective cities will put into effect ag men before the
had
police arrived.
destroyed one of the arms.
readin' about how great or bad I am
'Tuesday morning in its news and
When the police reached the plant
A short time ago the lienver Rio
in th' Popy!o Romano. It's got Death
editorial columns the rules of the the gates inclosi
Grande railroad sent its photographng the yards were
beat a mile in levelin' ranks.'
Carnegie spelling board, as recom- barrelland a
ers to the region for the purpose of
fierce fight seemed' to be
"'Yes, sir,' says he, 'th' hand that proving or dispro
mended by President Roosevelt in 189 going on in the molder
ving the state as to
s' room inside
out of 'the 3oo words recommended. the building.
rocks th' fountaih pens is: th' 'hand the partial destruc
tion of the cross..
In the case of the remaining ill words
The police forced their way through that rules th' wurruld. Th'spress is They found that the cross was as comthe Star will adhere to the old forms the gates and after quelling
the riot f'r th' whole universe what Mulligan plete and beautiful as ever. Evideutty
for the present. The announcement they found Basso Pecaro lying
on the was f'r his beat. He was th' best the story of the demolition was startconcludes as follows: "And yet no re- flow of the loom with his right
eye polishmaii an' th' worst I iver knew. ed by persons who had not ascended
form can be pushed ahead more rapid- punched out with a steel hammer, his He was a terror to evil
doers whin to the proper height or the proper
ly than it can carry public sentiment face beaten almost into a jelly,
and ha- was sober an a terror to ivrybody point ,to obtain the full view, of the
and popular usage ',Llama it. There- Stana Pedro, his brother, sufferi
ng when he was dhrunk. Martin, I dhrink cross. Doubtless this
magnificent
fore the Star will not adopt those of from a fractured 'skull. A numbe
r of to th' la-ads all over th' avurruld Who mountain will retain its shape and
the Carnegie forms which seem too other Macedonian; are said' to have
use th' printer's ink. May they not remain one of the wonders, of America
revolutionary or offensive to :lie cul- been wouuded in the
melee and tn pet too much iv th' r-red stuff in it ate for trany generations toe come.—Chitivated eye."
have becn taken away by their friends..istiaa it elver
cars Chronicle.
go to thea•
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WOULD HAVE DIED
BUT FOR CUTICURA.

Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured
Class and
Is t "Leader" for the dealer.

D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY!
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Train of 383,000 Cars Would Be
Required to Haul Illinois Corn Crop

Have You
Started?
??? ? ? ??? ?

a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay
4 per cent on deposits. We invite
small accounts.

4.

Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.
227 Broadway
.4

•

DOW

4

PH
The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN
AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE
.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO
ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES
OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE
MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN
DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS.
IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECO
RATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF
DECORATIONS.

I

•

C. Leo. 315 hay,
•

ANNOUNCEMENT
WE

EXTEND

PRIENDS

TO

THE

OUR

SEASON'S

GREETING, AND WITH IT AN
EARNEST
INVITATION
TO
CALL TO SEE OUR HANDSOME
LINE OF FALL AND WINTER
FOREIGN
SUITINGS

AND
AD

DOMESTIC

OUR

PRICES

WILL SUIT YOU.

Dicke & Black, 516 Bwdy.

4.

•

4

4.

•

J. C. Flournoy

Cecil Re

FLOURNOY & REED

Strong Fresh

LAWYERS.

RUSH TO SAVE
MEN IN PERIL

TALE OF A QUEER HOUSE.
Dwelling Formed of,
of Ship Beached
on the Pacific
in
Gold Times.

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 30,
Igoe.

1‘
.
SOUTH BOUND
No. tot
No. 103
I421-. 111
On the bay of San Francisco,
about Leave Cincinnati
Ct..... 8:20 a.m.
6:oo p.m
six miles from the city, is the
little
,.... 12:01 p.m.
9:40 pin.
town of Tiburon. Here, on the beach, Leave' Louisville
7:y a.m.
Leave Owensboro
..
6:30 p.m.
REVENUE
9eio a.m.
CUTTERS LEAVE Is a remarkable dwelling—halt ship
Leave Horse Branch
and half cottage. The landward
2:28 p.m.
12:08 a.m.
FOR SCENE OF WRECK OF
it ee a.m.
half Leave Central City
is an ordinary two-storied wooden
Are a revelation of richness
. 3:30 p.m.
STEAMER OREGON.
•:03 a.m.
lie .1 p.m.
cotAttorney at Law.
Leave Nortonville
tage,. but the outward end is the
i:40 2.1ri,
4:08 P.mI:28 p.m.
hub:
and delicious to the housewife
Leave Evansville
of an old vessel, the name board
12:5o p.m.
of
Si.et. - at.
4•4
0
le.111
.
Paducah
Room No. 5,
which, Tropic Bird, is nailed over
Leeve Nashville
who has hready used"ordinary"
Chief Mate and Four Sailors Brave
the
7:co p.m. ,, :1 -05 • m.
Columbia Bldg.
Kentucky
front door of the cottage.
Leave Hopkinsville .
Gale to Carry the News Ashore
9:45 p.m.
11:20 a.m.
spices. Our spices are pure.
"In 1850, just after the great gold
Leave Pr'nceton
—Driven Upon Rocks.
2:27 2.'11.
4:55
2:35 v.m.
p.m
discover
ies in California, the Tropic' Arrive Paducah
and fresh, having the strength,
6:to p in.
3:40 a.m.
p.m.
Bird, built in a Prflice Edward Island
4:15
LeavePadueah
6:15 p.m.
aroma and fine flavors which
4:20 pen.
3:45 a.m.
shipyard, and commanded by Capt. Arrive Fulton
7:20 p.m.
San Francisco, Cal., Sept. i8.—Spe- Humans, set sail from
4:50 a.m.
6:00 pen
Gloucester, Arrive GIbs, Tenn.
nature alone can give. Use
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
8:06 p.m.
cial dispatches received here of the Mass., with a mixed crew
5:51 a.m
.
of sailors Arrive Rives ..
wreck of the sttamiship Oregon 9ff and landsmen, all eager to
8:13 p.m.
them in your canning pickling
6:oz a.m
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
,-,;et as Arrive Jackson
e
Cape Hinthenbruok at the entrance quickly as possible to the land of
7:15 a.m.
..
gold. Arrive Memphis
and preserving.
of Prince William sound,. at el Just before reaching Cape Horn,
t.,.,.. :I:to p.m,
8:20 a.m.
rat- Arrive
New Orleans
O'clock Thursday niett say that the tiny broke out, but was quelled by
10:35 a.m.
8:15 p.m.
the
.
steamer lies in a dangerous position firmness of the captain and the
opportune
and
should
NORT
storm
a
H
of
any
coming
severit
BOUN
y
D
on of a violent storm,
No. 102
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
No. 104
No. 122
set in the passengers and crew would which kept all hands busy for several Leave New Orleans
7:10
p.m.
9:15
a.m.
Both Phones 355
.
days. The Tropic Bird and all
stand but little chance of surviving.
Leave Memphis
on
8:50 p.m.
0:45 a.m.
The Oregon, commanded by Capt. board reached the Gulden Gate and the Leave Jackson, Term
8:07 a.m.
10:10 p.m.
DRUGGIST
H. . Souk, sailed from Seattle for young city of San Francisco safely
Office hours 8to to a. m., s to 3
Leave Rives
.
.
11:58 p.m.
The
vessel,
Valdez
and
Septem
Seward
ber 8. It
however, was so battered
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
Leave Fulton
10:15 A.m.
12:35 a.m.
had fifty-odd passengers and about that she was beached at the foot of
6:oo am.
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
Arrive Paducah
I1:20
Telegra
a.m.
ph
1:43 a.m.
Hill
tons
9oo
of
and
e:4o a.m.
freight.
convert
ed into a Leave Paducah
•
1 1 :25 a.m.
The vessel in making the voyage boarding house and general store. The
1:48 a.m.
j. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER.
7:50
a.m.
12:39 p.m.
takes the outside or open ocean and captain and his brother made money Arrive Princeton
3:03 a.nt,
9:29 2.111.
Arvve Hopkins-v:1:e
WM. MARBLE.
makes no stop between Seattle and :ast, and after a few years sold otri
6:15 p.m.
5:20 a.m,
Arrive Nashville
their business aad returned to
Valdez.
9:25 p.m.
8:to a.m.
libelr
Arrive Evansville
Though nothing definitely is known native state.
3:45 Pm.
9:45 a.m.
Half a century later, in MI,
Arrive Nortonville
at this time, the Oregon evidently
1:28 p.m.
a
3:51 a.m.,
mluk
ta:35 a.m.
his
wife
and child came from San
Arrive Central City
encountered' a heavy fog, putting into
2:05 p.m.
c3e a.m.,
11:3o a.m.
rranc.4a
oo
to
EYE; EAR. NOSE AND
Tiburon
Arrive
to visit the ship
Prince William sound, or possibly
Horse Branch
3:06 p.m.
5:18 a.m.
12:55 p.m.
broke down, and was driven on the cottage. The woman's heart came Arrive Owensboro
LAWYERS.
THROAT.
p.m.
*4:55
8:oo a.m.
into
*4:55
her mouth when she read
p.m
rocks by the gales.
the Arrive Louisville
7:50 a.m.
5:35 P.m.
name plate, Tropic Bird.
4:55 P-ns•
Office and Residence, Roomi 3 and •
When the news of the wreck was
E.ntering, Arrive Cincinnali
9:15 p.m.
12:00 moot
Practice in all the courts of the
Columbia Building.
brought to Valdez by Chief Mate they learned that the old vessel had
been towed over to Tiburon, cat
state. Both phones 31.
none 1041—Red.
Kennedy and four sailors after a long
Ln
and a cottage euilt where her half
row of fifty or sixty miles, the reveRooms I, 2 and 3 Register Build
stern
ST. LOUIS DIVISION
had been. They farther
ascortaIrred
nue cutters Rush and McCulloch were
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
that the Tropic Bird was bunt
by Dosimmediately dispatched to the scene aid
Dewar, a shipbuilder of GeorgeNORTH BOUND
No. 306
No. 374
of the disaster to rescue the passen- town,
Prince Edward island, and sold
Leave
Paduca
h
12:40 p.m.
4:20 p.m.
gers.
•
by him to
Arrive Carbondale
4:25 p.m.
8:40 p.m.
If the cutters reach the Oregon be- her round Capt. Homans, who sailed
the Horn. Donald Dewar's Airive Chicago
6:30 a.m.
fore it breaks up they will doubtless grandda
6:30 a.m.
ughter, Mrs. J. H. Scott. is now
Arrive St. Louis
8:30 p.m.
have
difficul
little
ty
taking
in
7:20 a.m.
off those the housewife of the
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
Tropic- Bird, and
on board. Should, however, the vesSt. Louis and Tennessee River Pack- sel go to pieces before the relief her visitor was a daughter of Capt.
SOUTH BOUND
NO. 305
TELEPHONES:
No, 375
Homans. So strangely did
•
a.m.
et company—the cheapest and bes steamers arrive, the passengers will deeply interested la ttic two people, Leave St. Louis
7:45
9:40 P.ma
tropic
Bird,
Leave Chicago
have ertrem difficulty in making th the one a
Residence 296
Office 251
2:50 a.m.
6:20 p.m.
granddaughter of her buildexcursion ort of Paducah.
Leave Cabondale
shore under the most favorable condi- er and the other
11:40 a.m.
7:05 a.m.
a daughter of her
•
tions.
Arrive Paducah
former owner and captain, meat
3:35 p.m.
tt:cto
a.m.
in
the
Cape
Hinche
nbrook
narrow
is ,a
little town of Tiburon.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
neck of land extending far Mit into the
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LINZ,
LAWYER.
sea, forming one side of the entrance
SNAPSHOT MARRIAGES.
to Prince William sound.
NORT
BOUND
so1-8ot
Ninety-Nine of Which Out of
135-835
a Has- Leave Nashville
S:lo a.m.
TOBACCO UNDER BAN.
Will practice in all courts of K.
dred B,esult in UnLeave H-opkinsville
11:2o a.m.
6:4o a.m.
happiness.
Leave Princeton
tucky.
Methodist Ministers Declare They Are
2:35 p.m.
7:45 am.
Arrive Paducah
All modern advances:lent
Ready to Quit.
9:25 ALM.
4:15 P.m.
and inLeave Paducah
ventions, marvelous as they
6:15 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
are, have
It is a trip of pleasure, conifer
Arrive Cairo
Winchester. Ky. ,Sept. 18.—At the not brought any improvement
7:45 p.m
n:10
a.m.
over
and rest; good eervice, good tart Kentucky annual conference of the good, old-fashioned courtsh
7:20 a.in
ip, says the iter've St. Louie
p,,tn
30 p.m:
9::10
4
Memphi
s News-Scimitar.
good roams, etc. Boats leave ea.* Mlethodist chinch, South. the ministers
Arrive Chicago
,
6:30 a.m
It is easier to become married
announced themselves as
being
Wednesday and Saturday at
p.
this*
strongly opposed to the use of tobac- it used to be, and *Miler to be
SOU711 BOUND
di122-822
For other information apply to Jai co
136-836
in any form. The first announce- vorced.
Leave Chicago
6:am p.m.
g:so a.m.
Frank L ment of the opposition to the use of
Koger, superintendent;
The bride nowadays does not
bring Leave St.Louis
9:40
r:so p.m.
P.m.
hostage
s to happiness in the form
Brown, agent_
tobacco was embodied in the report of
of Leave Cairo
6:oo a.m
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
5:5S
P.m.
the state officiali of the Anti-Saloon rag carpets and chests of comforts and
Arrive Padtcah
7:45 am.
quilts, made with he: own hand,
7:40
league
P.m.
*
The
ministe
heartily
rs
inand
LAI•vt Paducah
(Homeopathist.)
7:50 a.m.
3:ro p.m
dorsed the action. Gov. Beckham and into every stitch of which she has
Arrive
Princet
on
9:e9 a.m.
the legislature were heartily in- fondly tucked the love, confidence
4:45 p.m Arrive Hopkinsville
6:10 p.m.
dorsed for the county unit bill and for and faith that ripen only with long
Office 3o6 Broadway—Phone 120
Arrive
Nashville
courtship and thorough acquain
the Sunday closing of saloons.
9:35 Pmtance
Residence, 819 Broadway.
before engagement.
Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All
Phone 149.
No; nowadays she brings only herRIOT /BETWEEN 'FOREIGN
other trains rue
daily.
Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers betwee
self,
and
possibly papa's check, to a
AND AMERICAN WORKMEN
n Cincinnati,
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
bridegroom whose real life and char- Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and 102 sleepers betwee
n Louisville, Memphis and New Orlea-c Trains 801 and
RETURN, continous passage 64-400! Race Wier Breaks Out in Factory and acter are as unknown to her as are
822 sleepers between
the
peps
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
of a lake over which she has Paducah and St. Louis. Train 8or connects at East
Macedonians are Badly
Cairo with Chicago
joyously drifted in the moonlight.
bleeper. For further information, address,
berth included.
Architect and Superintendent..
Worsted.
We generally make a short shrift
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, • Ky.
of
401 Fraternity Building.
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 18.—A race courtship, engagement and marriage in
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Padecale
Ky.
these modern days, and the runawa
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone
y
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lo iisrille, Ky.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party war between zoo American and t5o
•
Macedonian work,men at the American marriage is becoming more and more
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P A., Memphfs, Tenn.
•
PADUCAH,
KENTUCKY of five or over $1.5o each, without steel foundry
in Granite City resulted common. The main industry of St.
4
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, 1111.
Joseph,
Mich., is the marrying of runin a riot call to the police station
creels; $aoo with meals.
W. H. BRILL. D. P.
St. Loses 44
away couples from Chicago.
and the wounding of a number of
"Ninety-nine runaway marriages out
Good music on all the boats. Fo' workmen before the police arrived.
ur:her particulars see
When 'the officus reached the plant, of a hundred result in unhappiness."
It is the solemn declaration of
the gate. inclosing the yards were
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent barred
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building
•
and a fierce fight seemed to be Judge Thompson, of Chicego, who was
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Para going
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky
on in the molders' room, inside talking from the bench.
Agent. Phone 33.
The judge was hearing the divorce
New 'Phone 490.
the building.
ease
of a young woman married four
The police forced their way through
SPECIALTIES:
•
the gates and, after quelling the riot, years ago.
"Did you know him well before you
Abstracting of Titles,
they found 13eseo Pedro lying on the
Insurance, Corporation and
floor of the room with his right eye married him?" asked. the judge.
"I thought I did," said the piiintlff.
R•al Estate Law.
punched out with a steel hammer,
"but
I guess I didn't After we had
his face beaten almost into a jetty,
and Stana Pedro. his brother, suffer- been married a short time he beat me
ing from a fractured Owl!. A num- every day. Once be threw me down
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR
ber of other Macedohians are said to two flights of stairs and then folhave been wounded in the melee and lowed me down end kicked me."
"It was a r.::.2.%v1v marriage?"
to have been taken away by their
"Well, yes, it we... admitted the
friends. '
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bent
I/MEM
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
The Jule° por.cierel a moment "I
BLUE GRASS FAIR, LEXINCht
will gilt(
a dterte" he said. • Bit
Room ttit Fraternity Building.
TON, XX.
I hepe ti
Ic2e will be a warning to
On account of the Blue Grass fair, other foolein girls. NinetyNew 'Phone 114.
Old 'Phone 484
nine out of
Lexington, Ky., the Southern rail- a hundred end this
way."
way will sell excursion tickets from all
The passIng of the honest. oldof its stations in Kentucky on Sept. fashioned, long-drawn-out courtah
17 to 22,/ inclusive, at rate of one first- In which men and women become acPATOJC.AH REAL. EST/a'
WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM 1. e.AXI
class fare, phis $25c (minimum 5oc) quainted before mr.rrying, is to be laOffice with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, sad
EIONTHLY PAYMENT' LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. ill&STERIe
for the round trip, with return limit mented. l-, propor,ion as It recedes,
North Fifth. Both Phones 355.
KTINITUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE .:JIST
Residence mat t_day. Qin Phone t6cp
the invoree proble:n looms lereer and
Sept. 25.
Unusually fine exhibits and inter- larger.
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOP .1...
ectintz races hive heel, arranwed for.
11316 Q tw. Witt Tirtr.nc..st
rook •11:"In re
Everyone should
attend elle ilitte
A greengrocer's boy halied a vesaal
Grass - fair.
For complete information call on In dock at Cardiff. The surly mate
responded and gruffly asked what no
yotir local ticket agent.
--t
-:--4
wanted. "Fps got some yes:cubicle
for the ship." evtis the reply. 'All
I to 300 hor.e power. Best, cheap
Ilene you needn't come aboard; threw
de -t- •:. de
d•
d•
d•
eft and most economical.
We handle all the finest and daint .t•
em up one at a time." said the mate.
Special attentiol to electric light•
as ae stood in readinssi to receive tire
Kentucky Fair Dates.
eat articles wieis the utmost c.-We +
Mg plants
expected vegetables. "Ahoy, there—
and make repairs that are absoiutrii
look out!" shouted the lad, as he
d
thr•Iwr
a single lire& pea toaard
satifactory.
Kentucky state Fair, Lout:N:11e-- mute: "I've got a sack of 'out for the
Pacrncan. Ky.
captain!"
Septembe 17-22.
.eehree, September 18-3 days.
Dubious.
Hartford. September to-4 days
"Did you have a good time during
Henderson, September 26-.-:s eIny
the social season ittet winter?"
—DENTIST-"Well," answered Mr. Cumrox, "I
-Falmouth, S.,ptternber 26-4 days.
a lot of things I 'don't like, met
te
Pembroke, September 27-3 days
s4, Truehart Building
a lot of people I didn't know, and
ewerrsboro. uctober 2-5 days.
bought
Ict of thi igs I don't need.
PHONC
alartield. octa-r
8:4
So . e,, ee I must have had a good 41C'telesiVe•Ielf:eler•-•ber..1*--z•er:f•ereselfelteelete'rellee-d*.seerileeedeareSer..44t..
-4-101.4sweseadet
Rooms io, 11 and 12, Colunie.a Bldg
PADUCAH, WY.

SPICES

••••••

ALBEN W. BARKLEY

DR. R. E. IltARNI

••••••••••••••••

•1,11

DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS

J. IL Oehischlaeuer

Or. Childress

Hendrick, Mille,
(lb Marble

MT.Rivers,M. D.

Excursion:

For the Round Trip to
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Poplar
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Maple
Walnut
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Oak
Elm

GUM:BEECH 4N1i OAK FLC3RING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED,
HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED.
iJ hones 26.
We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.

Ay BE "23" CUBAN REBELS
FOR MADAMS REJECT PEP'cl.•
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McPherson's
Drug Sto1e.

GENERAL INSUR.ANCE
116 Fraternity Building‘

We have on hand
For Sale:

FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.

SOUTHERN RAILWAY

NOTICE TO
TAX-PAYERS

Queen & Crescent Route

CHATTANOOGA,ATLANTA
KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA

The Smoothest Writers
Of Them All

THE HUNT ROUND POINTED PENS are the
that DO NOT SPURT, BLOT nor SCRATCH. kind

We are making a SPECIAL INTR
ODUCTORY
PRICE until Octobber 1st of 50C PER
GROSS

D. E. Wilson

B.Michael

,PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BP.ER
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Just Received a Big Lot

TRUSTED
SEVENTY
THOUSAND
TIMES...

Also BargainS in all

GENUINFIRADEWATER
Lump 12c Nut 11c.

COAL

REAL PITTSBURG

Lump 13% Nut 12c.

Let:us have your order now

R. W. "WEER CO.,

•

West Kentucky Coal Co.

Office Second and Ohio.

Both, Telephones 254.
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